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Table 1.1
Major features of the European Co—inities econony
Absolute figures Index
(World-100)
Population mid 1985 321.9 million 7
of which: urban (80) per cent 174
Population mid 1989 326 million 6
Growth of population 1980-89 0.2 per cent 12
Life expectancy at birth, 1988 73 years 95
Area 2,254 thsd. sq. kms. 2
GDP, 1985 3,302 Billion ECU 20
GDP, 1989 4,400 Billion ECU 25
GDP per capita, 1985 10,325 ECU 305
GDP per capita. 1989 13,525 ECU ...
Percentage share in GDP, 1988
Agriculture 3 per cent 53
Industry 35 per cent 102
Manufacturing 25 per cent 111
Services 63 per cent 102
Percentage share in employment, 1988
Agriculture 7 per cent 94
Industry 33 per cent 108
Services 60 per cent 97
Merchandise exports,f.o.b., 1989 1,043 Billion ECU 38
Third countries 413 Billion ECU 19
Intra EC 626 Billion ECU 23
Merchandise imports,c.i.f., 1989 1,074 Billion ECU 38
Third countries 447 Billion ECU 20
Intra EC 624 Billion ECU 22
Merchandise exports to GDP ratio, 1988 23.8 per cent ...
Third countries 9.4 per cent ...
Intra EC 14.3 per cent ...
Merchandise imports to GDP ratio, 1988 24.5 per cent ...
Third countries 10.2 per cent ...
Intra EC 14.2 per cent ...
Commercial services: credits, 1988 118 Billion ECU ...
Cotmiercial services: debits, 1988 108 Billion ECU ...
Note: The "world data" for life expectancy and for output and employment structures 
underlying the index column refer to industrial countries only.
Index figures on total EC merchandise imports and exports and on intra EC trade 
are based on world trade, including intra EC trade. Index figures on EC 
external exports and imports relate to world trade, excluding intra EC trade.
Not available.
Source: Eurostat (July 1990), Data for short-term economic analysis; UN statistics; 
national statistics and GATT Secretariat estimates.C/RM/S/IOB
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Table 1.2
Major features of European Communities Baber States, 1988-89
GDP Growth
Exports Imports
Merchandise 
Trade Balance
Population
per of GOP 
capita 1981-88 Total Intra EC Total Intra EC Total Intra EC
(Million) (ECU)  (Annual 
percentage 
change)
(Billion ECU)
1989 1988 1989
Belgium 9.9 12,854 1.8 90.9 66.8 93.0 64.1 -2.2 2.7
Denmark 5.1 17,738 2.3 25.9 13.2 24.7 12.9 1.2 0.2
France 56*1 14,425 2.0 168.0 103.5 182.9 118.9 -14.9 -15.4
Germany 62.1 16,566 1.9 308.7 169.2 244.7 130.6 64.0 38.6
Greece 10.0 4,447 1.6 6.9 4.5 14.7 9.1 -7.8 -4.7
Ireland 3.5 7,771 2.4 18.8 13.9 15.7 11.0 3.0 3.0
Italy 57.5 12,215 2.4 127.8 72.0 139.0 78.8 -11.2 -6.8
Luxembourg 0.4 14,878 3.5 a a a a a a
Netherlands 14.9 13,094 1.6 105.1 79.6 101.6 61.1 3.5 18.5
Portuga1 10.3 3,616 2.3 11.5 8.2 17.1 11.6 -5.6 -3.4
Spain 38.8 7,383 3.0 42.3 26.1 61.6 35.0 -19.3 -8.9
United Kingdom 57.2 12,200 3.3 137.5 68.8 178.7 91.3 -41.1 -22.5
a Included in the respective figures for Belgium.
Source; Eurostat (January 1991), Data for short-term economic analysis, Series B; Eurostat (January 1990) 
National Account ESA 1970-88; GAIT Secretariat estimates.C/RM/S/IOB
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Table 1.3
Inport penetration of the European Coaaunities (EC12), 1982-87 
(Imports as percentage of apparent consumption)
Intra-EC trade  External trade
1982-83 1984-85 1986-87 1982-83 1984-85 1986-87
Primary products 11.31 13.07 12.78 40.20 38.08 27.80
Agriculture 11.17 12.05 13.16 18.10 18.58 14.75
Manufactures 17.03 18.31 19.29 10.51 11.67 11.15
Food, beverages, tobacco 9.91 10.23 10.79 4.28 4.10 3.63
Textiles 21.05 22.79 22.82 10,00 10.68 10.82
Clothing 26.60 29.03 30.37 20.68 22.86 25.14
Chemicals 21.35 23.19 23.28 8.93 9.75 8.92
Ferrous and non-ferrous metals 11,38 12.67 11.68 6.80 7.23 6.13
Transport equipment 24.43 24.89 26.09 8.05 9.28 9.20
Machinery and other manufactured goods 26.87 28.73 31.25 20.71 23.33 23.29
Note: Apparent consumption is defined as gross output plus external imports minus external 
exports.
Source: UNCTAD (1990), Handbook of International Trade and Development Statistics.C/RM/S/10B
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Table 1.4
Government financing deficit or surplus as percentage of GDP, 1981-89
1981 1983 1985 1987 1988 1989
European Communities -5.3 -5.3 -5.2 -4.2 -3.6 -3.0
EMS-member countries
Narrow-band countries -4.0 -3.9 -2.7 -2.6 -2.3 -1.3
Minimum (excl. Luxembourg) -1.9 -2.5 -1.1 -1.8 0.2 0.1
Maximum -13.7 -11.6 -11.1 -9.1 -6.5 -6.0
Others
Spain -3.9 -4.8 -7.0 -3.6 -3.2 -2.6
Italy -11.5 -10.7 -12.5 -11.2 -10.6 -10.3
Non-EMS countries
Greece -11.0 -8.3 -12.3 -14.9 -19.9 -14.5
Portugal -9.5 -9.1 -10.1 -6.9 -6.5 -6.0
United Kingdom -2.5 -3.4 -2.7 -1.5 0.8 1.5
Source; EC Commission (1989), The Community Economy at the Turn of the Decade, 
European Economy, No. 42.C/RM/S/10B
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Table 1.5
Balance on current account fay EC member State, 1980-90
(Per cent of GDP)
1961-68 1969-79 1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
Belgium 0.3 0.6 -4.3
Denmark -1.8 -2.9 -3.7
France 0.3 0.3 -0.6
Germany 0.6 1.0 -1.7
Greece -3.0 -2.5 0.5
Ireland -1.7 -5.5 -11.8
Italy 1.7 0.4 -2.2
Luxembourg 3.3 17.0 18.7
Netherlands 0.2 1.1 -1.5
Portugal -1.4 -1.8 -5.9
Spain -0.8 -0.6 -2.4
United Kingdom -0.3 -0.5 1.5
0.3 2.0 1.2 1.0 1.0 0.3
-4.6 -5.5 -3.0 -1.8 -1.3 0.0
0.1 0.5 -0.3 -0.4 -0.2 -0.3
2.6 4.4 4.1 4.1 4.7 2.6
-8.2 -5.3 -3.1 -1.7 -4.8 -5.1
-4.0 -2.9 1.3 1.8 1.6 1.2
-0.9 0.5 -0.2 -0.6 -1.3 -1.3
43.5 39.4 31.6 34.3 31.5 27.3
4.1 2.7 1.4 2.4 3.6 3.3
0.4 2.4 -0.4 -4.4 -1.2 -1.2
1.6 1.7 0.1 -1.1 -2.9 -3.8
0.6 -0.8 -1.9 -4.1 -3.7 -2.8
0.7 1.4 0.7 0.2 0.2
r
p
L
o
Total  0.3 0.2 -1.2
Note: A positive figure denotes a current account surplus and a negative figure a current 
account deficit.
Source: EC Comnission, European Economy, November-December 1990.C/RM/S/lOB
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Table 1.6
European Communities (EC12) external trade by product group, 1981 and 1989
(Per cent and billion ECU)
Share in total 
merchandise exports 
1981 1989
Per cent  Per cent
Other non-electric machinery 13.8 13.6 Fuels 38.4 14.8
Chemicals 11.2 12.6 Office machinery and
Other consumer goods 8.6 11.3 telecommunications equi. 5.0 11.0
Other semi-manufactures 9.3 9.5 Food 11.4 9.2
Automotive products 8.8 8.8 Other consumer goods 2.7 9.2
Food 9.6 7.6 Other semi-manufactures 5.5 8.3
Office machinery and Chemicals 4.5 6.6
telecommunications equ. 3.4 5.2 Raw materials 5.3 5.5
Other transport equipment 4.8 5.0 Other non-electric machinery 3.4 5.5
Electric machinery and apparatus 4.0 4.4 Automotive products 2.1 4.4
Iron and steel 6.1 4.2 Clothing 5.4 4.1
Residual 2.4 3.2 Other transport equipment 2.3 3.3
Textiles 3.0 3.1 Electric machinery and apparatus 1.6 3.2
Fuels 7.1 2.9 Non-ferrous metals 2.3 3.2
Clothing 1.6 2.4 Ores and minerals 3.3 2.9
Power generating machinery 2.2 2.1 Residual 1.3 2.7
Non-ferrous metals 1.7 1.6 Textiles 2.6 2.4
Raw materials 1.4 1.4 Iron and steel 1.3 2.2
Ores and minerals 0.6 0.7 Power generating machinery 1.1 1.5
Billion ECU, f.o.b. BillionECU* c.i.'
Total merchandise exports 265.4 413.0 Total merchandise imports 318.3 446.7
Source: UNSO, Comtrade data base; Eurostat, External Trade Statistical Yearbook, and monthly statistics.
Share in total 
merchandise imports 
1981 1989C/RM/S/lOB
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Intra-trade of the European Cownitles (EC10) by product group, 1961 and 1988
(Per cent and billion ECU)
Table 1.7
Share in merchandise trade 
1981 1988
Food 13.8 13.4
Chemicals 11.7 13.1
Automotive products 9.0 11.0
Other semi-manufactures 8.9 9.3
Other consumer goods 7.8 9.2
Other non-electric machinery 7.0 8.1
Office machinery and telecommunications equ. 4.1 6.5
Iron and steel 4.4 4.4
Textiles 4.0 4.0
Electric machinery & apparatus 3.2 3.9
Fuels 12.0 3.9
Clothing 2.7 2.8
Other transport equ i pment 3.0 2.4
Non-ferrous metals 2.3 2.3
Raw materials 2.3 2.2
Ores and minerals 1.3 1.1
Residual 1.4 1.1
Power generating machinery 0.9 0.9
Total merchandise exports 100 100
Memorandum:
Intra EC trade (billion ECU) 275.2 463.0
Intra EC trade as percentage of overall trade:
Exports 50.9 54.7
Imports 47.5 54.5
Source: UNSO, Comtrade data base.C/RM/S/10B
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Table 1.8
Main trading partners of the European Coraunities (EC12), 1981 and 1989
(Per cent)
Share in total  Share in total
merchandise exports  merchandise imports
1981 1989  1981 1989
United States 14.5 18.9 United States 17.2 18.7
Switzerland 8.4 9.7 Japan 5.4 10.4
Austria 4.4 6.1 Switzerland 5.3 7.2
Sweden 4.7 5.8 Sweden 4.0 5.7
Japan 2.2 5.1 Austria 2.4 4.3
Soviet Union 3.1 3.1 Norway 3.3 3.4
Canada 1.7 2.6 Soviet Union 4.5 3.4
Finland 1.5 2.3 Brazil 1.8 2.3
Norway 2.3 2.1 Finland 1.6 2.2
Saudia Arabia 4.1 2.1 Canada 2.2 2.2
Memorandum: Memorandum:
Developed countries 47.5 60.2 Developed countries 46.4 60.6
Developing countries 44.6 31.8 Developing countries 45.4 30.7
Asia 8.2 11.5 Asia 7.1 11.9
Latin America 6.2 7.4 Africa 11.9 7.6
Middle East 14.0 7.0 Middle east 20.0 6.1
Africa 16.2 4.0 Latin America 6.4 5.6
Eastern Trading Area 7.9 8.0 Eastern Trading Area 8.2 8.7
Source: Eurostat, ExternaV Trade Statistical Yearbook and monthly statistics.Authorizations to restrict intra-EC trade under Article 115 of the EEC Treaty, 1980-90 
(Number and percent)
Table II.1
1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 Total
1980-90
Benelux:
Acceptances 25 17 19 22 14 4 0 1 2 0 0 104
Of which: Textiles 19 16 17 16 12 2 0 1 2 0 0 85
Agricultural products 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 7
Electronics • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 0 0 0 0 ...
Vehicles • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 0 0 0 0 • • •
Motorcycles • • • 0 • • •• • .• • • • • • 0 0 0 0 0 • • •
Leather and footwear • • • 0 * • • • • •• * •• • • 0 0 0 0 0 • • •
As percent of requests 73 74 100 100 100 100 0 100 67 0 0 87
Denmark:
Acceptances 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 6
Of which: Textiles 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 6
Agricultural products 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Electronics 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Motorcycles 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Leather and footwear 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
As percent of requests 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 100
France:
Acceptances 105 80 85 57 39 66 67 62 52 73 37 723
Of which: Textiles 63 55 55 39 26 43 52 44 32 54 22 485
Agricultural products 2 0 1 2 0 4 0 1 2 1 1 14
Electronics • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• * • 10 9 9 13 11 • • •
Vehicles • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 0 0 0 0 • • •
Motorcycles • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 0 0 0 0 » • •
Leather and footwear • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 5 4 4 2 • • •
As percent of requests 84 73 76 59 68 80 78 86 87 83 80 77
Germany:
Acceptances 1 2 2 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9
Of which: Textiles 1 2 2 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9
Agricultural products 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Electronics 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Motorcycles 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Leather and footwear 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
As percent of requests 100 100 100 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100Table II.1 (cont'd)
1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 Total
1980-90
Greece:
Acceptances - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 5
Of which: Textiles - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Agricultural products - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 5
Electronics - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Vehicles - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Motorcycles - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Leather and footwear - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
As percent of requests - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100
Ireland:
Acceptances 57 32 26 48 59 57 45 52 33 12 5 426
Of which: Textiles 47 28 26 47 57 55 43 49 33 12 5 402
Agricultural products 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • • .
Electronics • • • • • • 0 • • • • • •« • • 0 0 0 0 0 • • •
Vehicles • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • 0 0 0 0 0 • • •
Motorcycles » • • • * » 0 ... • • • * • • 0 0 0 0 0 • • •
Leather and footwear • • • « • • 0 * • ** • «• * * 2 3 0 0 0 • • •
As percent of requests 49 56 79 91 84 89 68 87 87 71 50 73
Italy:
Acceptances 23 23 29 37 34 30 20 23 19 17 18 273
Of which: Textiles 14 11 7 9 11 7 3 8 8 10 10 98
Agricultural products 0 0 0 0 2 4 2 1 2 1 1 13
Electronics • • • • • • * • •• • • • • • • • • 0 0 0 0 0 • • •
Vehicles • • • • • • • • •• • *• • • • • • 5 3 1 1 1 • • •
Motorcycles * • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 2 2 1 1 • • •
Leather and footwear • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 0 1 2 1 • • •
As percent of requests 52 58 53 65 69 86 91 96 80 100 90 71
Portugal:
Acceptances - - - - - - 0 1 1 1 1 4
Of which: Textiles - - - _ - - 0 0 0 0 0 0
Agricultural products - - - - - - 0 0 0 0 0 0
Electronics - - _ _ _ _ 0 0 0 0 0 0
Vehicles _ _ _ _ _ 0 0 0 0 0 0
Motorcycles - - - - - - 0 1 1 1 1 4
Leather and footwear - - - - - 0 0 0 0 0 0
As percent of requests - - - — - ~ 0 100 100 100 100 100
7' (cont’d)
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0Table II.l (cont'd)
1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 Total
1980-90
Spain:
Acceptances - - - , - . - 4 13 17 12 16 62
Of which: Textiles - - - - - - 0 0 1 0 11 12
Agricultural products - - _ _ _ 0 0 0 0 0 0
Electronics - - - - _ 0 2 4 2 0 8
Vehicles - - - _ _ _ 1 2 5 4 3 15
Motorcycles - - - - - - 0 0 0 0 0 0
Leather and footwear - - - _ _ _ 0 4 0 0 0 4
As percent of requests - - - - - - 100 76 74 36 48 56
United Kingdom:
Acceptances 7 12 13 20 19 19 5 3 1 3 1 103
Of which: Textiles 6 8 9 16 14 12 4 1 0 2 0 72
Agricultural products 1 2 2 2 4 3 1 1 1 1 1 19
Electronics 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • ... 0 0 0 0 0
Vehicles 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • ... 0 0 0 0 0
Motorcycles 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • ... 0 0 0 0 0
Leather and footwear 0 • . • • • • • • • ... ... 0 1 0 0 0
As percent of requests 23 50 65 95 76 76 83 60 100 100 100 64
Total EC:
Acceptances 222 166 174 188 165 176 141 157 128 119 79 1715
Of which: Textiles 164 120 116 131 120 119 102 105 76 78 48 1179
Agricultural products 5 3 6 8 8 12 3 3 7 5 4 64
Electronics • • • • • • • • • • • • ... ... 10 11 13 15 11
Vehicles • • • • « • • • • • • • ... • • « 6 5 7 4 4
Motorcycles • • • • • • • • • • • • ... ... 2 3 3 2 2 • • •
Leather and footwear • • • • • • • * • • • • ... ... 3 13 5 6 3 ...
As percent of requests 62 65 72 74 77 83 77 86 84 74 71 73
Not  available. 
Not applicable.
Source: EC Commission.
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1EC-internal notifications of draft technical regulations on basis of Council Directive Mo. 83/189, 
1 January 1984 - 31 Hay 1990
(Number of cases)
Table II.2
Notifications Comments
£
Member States Commission
Detailed opinions 
û Member States Commission
Intention  of 
EC Directive
Germany 338 71 72 124 125 24
France 196 64 31 38 40 12
United Kingdom 104 25 13 43 16 6
Denmark 96 32 16 27 24 9
Spain 73 35 18 24 28 4
Netherlands 72 30 6 32 7 9
Italy 60 9 3 8 15 0
Belgium 58 20 8 29 15 7
Greece 33 17 4 4 16 2
Ireland 26 5 3 3 3 1
Portugal 16 4 6 5 7 0
Luxembourg 3 2 0 1 0 0
TOTAL 1075 314 190 338 296 74
a Figures contain the total number of comments or of detailed opinions put forward by the individual member 
States.
Source; EC Commission.
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Distribution of imports from m.f .n. sources into the European 
Communities by range of tariff rates, 1988
(Per cent)
Table IV.l
Tariff
range
Agricultural
products
Industrial
products
All
products
Percent of m.f.n. imports
Free 38.4 29.3 30.0
0 - 5Z 12.7 25.6 24.8
5.1 - 102 16.3 35.0 33.7
10.1 - 15Z 6.7 9.0 8.8
15.1 - 201 7.6 0.6 1.1
Over 20.1Z 2.9 0.0 0.2
Unspecified 15.4 0.5 1.4
Total 100 100 100
Note: In agriculture, variable levies substitute for tariffs 
across a broad range of products.
Source: GATT Tariff Study.C/RM/S/lOB
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Table IV.2
European CdHunities i^orts from preferential sources (EC12), 1977-79 
and 1987-89
(Per cent)
1977-79 1987-89
Preferential sources:
EFTA countries 17.3 23.5
Mediterranean countries 5.3 6.8
Lomé countries ^ 7.1 4.5
Other GSP beneficiaries 33.6 22.5
Other sources 36.8 42.7
Total imports 100 100
a Algeria, Cyprus, Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Malta, Morocco, Syria, 
Tunisia, Turkey, Yugoslavia, 
b 1990 definition.
Source: EC Commission.C/RM/S/IOB
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Table IV.3
European Ccvunities i^wrts of food products by tariff treatment, 1978 and 1988
(ECU million, percentage and number)
Imports under^ Other Total
variable levies food imports food imports
Value Number of Value Number of Value Number of
tariff lines tariff lines tariff lines
EC9, 1978 556.5 422 2250.3 593 2806.7 1015
EC12, 1988 449.3 627 3324.5 1252 3773.8 1879
a Calculations were made at tariff line level, including products under the SITC (Rev.3) categories 0, 1, 22 and 
4. Basic tariff line data were allocated according to CCCN (1978) or HS (1988) nomenclature, 
b All imports to which variable levies apply, whether or not in addition to tariffs.
Source: GATT Secretariat.C/RM/S/10B
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Table IV.4
Article  XIX  actions  taken  by  the  European  Communities  and  individual  member 
States, 1960-1989
1960-69 1970-79 1980-89 1960-89
European Communities 0 4 13 17
(Member States) (3) (0) (0) (3)
Agriculture and food 0 1 9 10
Electrical and electronic 
products
0 2 2 4
Textiles 0 1 1 2
Other products 0 (3) o 1 1 (3)
Note: Figures for the European Communities include actions taken by the EC 
which are confined to one or more member States.
Source : GATT Secretariat.C/RM/S/lOB
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Table IV.5
Article  XIX  actions  of  the  European  Communities  and  member  States  in  force 
as of 30 June 1990
Product Measure Date of 
introduction Reference
European Communities
(a) Dried grapes Minimum import price October 1982 L/5399 & 
Adds.1-34
.(b) Morello cherries Minimum import price June 1985 L/5841 & 
Adds. 1-3
(c) Processed cherries Minimum import price July 1989 L/6560 Sc 
Add.1-2
Germany
(h) Hard coal and hard 
coal products
Individual licensing Sept. 1958 L/855,
L/920
Source : GATT Secretariat.C/RM/S/IOB
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Table IV.6
Voluntary restraints, surveillance and similar measures affecting imports into 
the EC and individual member States, situation as of mid-1990
Exporter/importer  Product  Measures
(A) Agriculture
Export restraint arrangements
All suppliers/EC  Sheep meat and goat meat
Argentina, Australia,  Dessert apples
Chile, New Zealand,
South Africa/EC
Korea, Rep. of/EC (Italy) Frozen squid 
Other measures
Further arrangements provide for specific access opportunities (e.g. 
tariff quotas) within the province of variable levy-systems or under 
autonomous tariff arrangements. Products concerned are Hilton beef, young 
calves for fattening, butter (New Zealand/United Kingdom), cheese (EFTA 
countries), manioc, mushrooms and sweet potatoes (China, Thailand).a
(B) Footwear
Export restraint arrangements
Prior  Community 
surveillance/export 
restraint
Autolimitation
Indu s t ry-1 o-indus try 
arrangement
Industry-to-industry 
arrangement
All third country imports are under restrospective Community surveillance.
(cont’d)
a Hilton beef quotas have been negotiated with Argentina, Australia, Brazil, 
Canada, New Zealand, United States and Uruguay.
Certain imports of young calves for fattening from Hungary, Poland, Romanic 
and Yugoslavia are effected under reduced levies, 
b The arrangement by Poland is suspended in 1990.
Korea, Rep. of, Taiwan/EC Footwear (excluding
slippers)
China/France  Slippers and sandals
Korea, Rep. of/Ireland Footwear
Czech and Slovak ged.Rep., Footwear 
Romania, (Poland) /United 
Kingdom
Other measures
Voluntary restraint/ 
duty-free access
Export forecasts 
Reference pricesC/RM/S/IOB
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Table IV.6 (cont’d)
Exporter/importer Product Measures
(C) Textiles (outside MFA)
Exoort restraint arrangements
Bulgaria/EC MFA Textiles and Clothing Export restraints 
(1987-91)
Soviet Union/EC MFA Textiles and Clothing Export restraints 
(1980-92)
Japan/EC Certain textiles and 
clothing categories
£1 Export ceilings
Cyprus/EC Certain textiles and 
clothing categories
Informal restraint 
arrangements
Egypt/EC Certain textiles and 
clothing categories
Informal restraint 
arrangements
Malta/EC Certain textiles and 
clothing categories
Informal restraint 
arrangements
Morocco/EC Certain textiles and 
clothing categories
Informal restraint 
arrangements
Tunisia/EC Certain textiles and 
clothing categories
Informal restraint 
arrangements
Turkey/EC Certain textiles and 
clothing categories
Informal arrangement 
with Turkish 
manufacturers
Yugoslavia Certain textiles and 
clothing categories
Formal restraint 
arrangement
Chile, Bolivia,
Paraguay, Honduras, 
Venezuela, Costa Rica,
Cuba, Ecuador, El Salvador, 
Nicaragua/EC
Exchange of letters
a The EC Commission is not aware of these measures.
(cont’d)C/RM/S/IOB
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Table IV.6 (cont’d)
Exporter/importer Product Measures
(D) Steel and Steel ]Products
Export restraint arrangements
Austria/EC Steel Consultation mechanism
Brazil/EC Pig iron and steel Voluntary restraint/ 
price monitoring
Bulgaria/EC Steel Voluntary restraint/ 
price monitoring
Czech and Slovak F.R,./EC Steel Voluntary restraint/ 
price monitoring
Finland/EC Steel Consultation mechanism
Hungary/EC Steel Voluntary restraint/ 
price monitoring
Japan/EC Steel Export cartels
Poland/EC Steel Voluntary restraint/ 
price monitoring
Romania/EC Steel Voluntary restraint/ 
price monitoring
Sweden/EC Steel Consultation mechanism
EC/United States Steel and steel products Export restraint 
arrangement
Other measures
Other suppliers are subject to a basic price mechanism. Price 
undercuttings are taken as indication of dumping and may lead to anti-dumping 
action or to the adoption of other restrictive measures.
(cont*d)C/RM/S/IOB
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Table IV.6 (cont’d)
Exporter/importer Product Measures
(E) Machinery
Export restraint : arrangements
Japan/EC Machine tools for planing, 
gear cutting, etc.
Community surveillance/ 
export monitoring/ 
moderation
Japan/EC Machining centres Community surveillance/ 
export monitoring/ 
moderation
Japan/EC NC lathes Community surveillance/ 
export monitoring/ 
moderation
Japan/EC Forklift trucks Community surveillance/ 
export monitoring/ 
moderation
Japan/EC Ball bearings
a Exports restraints
Japan/France Machine tools 
(Machining centres, 
NC lathes)
Restraint arrangement
Other measures
Imports of 
under Community
personal  computers  and  electropneumatic  drills  from  Japan  are 
surveillance.
(cont*d)
a The EC Commission is not aware of these restraints.
b  In  the  context  of  a  bilateral  dispute  with  Japan,  the  United  States  imposed 
retaliatory  tariffs  on  certain  Japanese  exports  (1987).  The  EC  has  enacted 
these surveillance measures in parallel.C/RM/S/IOB
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Table IV.6 (cont * d)
Exporter/importer Product Measures
(F) Electrical and Electronic Household Equipment
Export restraint arrangements
Japan/EC Colour TV sets Community surveillance/ 
export monitoring
Japan/EC Colour TV tubes Community surveillance/ 
export monitoring
Japan/EC Video tape recorders Community surveillance/ 
export monitoring
Korea, Rep. of/EC Microwave ovens Export moderation 
(industry)
Korea, Rep. of/EC Video tape recorders Community surveillance/ 
export monitoring/ 
moderation
Japan/Germany Colour TV sets Export moderation
Japan/France TV tubes Indus try-to-indus try 
arrangement
Japan/France Video tape recorders Industry-to-industry 
arrangement
a The EC Commission is not aware of this measure.
(cont*d)C/RM/S/IOB
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Table IV.6 (cont’d)
Exporter/importer Product Measures
(G) Road Motor Vehicles
Export restraint arrangements
Japan/EC Passenger cars Community surveillance/ 
export monitoring
Japan/EC Commercial vehicles Community surveillance 
(light commercial 
vehicles)/ 
export monitoring
Japan/EC Motorcycles Community  surveillance 
(machines  of  more  than 
380 cc)/
export monitoring
Japan/United Kingdom Passenger cars, 
commercial vehicles, 
four-wheel-drive vehicles
Industry-to-industry 
arrangement
Japan/Belgium Automobiles Price fixing is subject 
to administrative 
authorization
(H) Other Products
Export restraint arrangements
Japan/EC Metal flatware
S. Exports restraints
Korea, Rep. of/Belgium, 
Netherlands, Luxembourg
Metal flatware Industry-to-industry*5 
arrangement
Singapore, Taiwan, 
Tha i1and/Franc e
Umbrellas Industry-to-industry 
arrangements
Japan/United Kingdom Pottery Export restraints
a The EC Commission is not aware of these restraints, 
b The Governments of Belgium and the Netherlands have informed the GATT 
Secretarial that they are not aware of these measures.G/RM/S/10B
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Table IV.7
Duration of EC anti-diafring investigations, July 1980 to Decenber 1989
(Number of investigations)
Period
Total 
number of 
initations
Duration of investigations in months
Outstanding
0-12 13-14 15-16 17-18 19-20 21-22 23-24 25-36 37-48
7.80 - 6.81 35 28 2 4 1 0
7.81 - 6.82 57 46 4 3 1 1 2 0
7.82 - 6.83 47 36 11 0
7.83 - 6.84 39 28 7 3 1 0
7.84 - 6.85 56 26 3 11 1 5 10 0
7.85 - 6.86 19 17 1 1 0
7.86 - 6.87 27 14 3 4 2 3 1
7.87 - 6.88 40 2 1 5 21 4 3 1 3
7.88 - 6.89 43 3 6 8 2 24
7.89 - 12.89 9 9
Total 372 200 32 32 31 14 8 4 12 2 37
Source: GATT Secretariat (based on EC Commission data).C/RM/S/10B
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Table IV.8
Anti-4aping actions by the EC. 1980-89
(Number of cases)
1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
Total
1980-89
Complaints 20 29 24 27 71 62 46 75 57 38 449
Initiations 25 47 55 36 49 36 24 39 40 27 378
Measures taken 53 16 42 47 32 12 29 16 18 14 279
thereof: def init ive duties 7 10 7 20 5 8 4 8 18 9 96
price undertakings 46 6 35 27 27 4 25 8 0 5 183
Findings of no dumping 7 7 3 3 4 2 4 4 0 0 34
Findings of no injury 1 6 6 8 6 15 7 4 5 5 63
Measures in force3 53 69 111 156 187 166 187 169 133 120 -
a  Figures refer to measures taken after 1 January 1980.
Source: EC Comnission.Anti-dunping actions (price undertakings and definitive duties) in the EC according to product categories, 
July 1980 to December 1989
(Number of cases)
Tabìe IV.9
Period Total Chemical
and
allied
materials
Mechanical
engineer­
ing
Textiles 
and 
all red 
materials
Iron  and 
steel 
(EEC + 
ECSC)
Consumer
elec­
tronics
Wood
and
paper
Office
equip­
ment
Other
7.80 - 6.81 Total 19 7 8 1 2 0 0 0 1
Price undertakings 13 4 6 0 2 0 0 0 1
Definitive duties 6 3 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
7.81 - 6.82 Total 30 10 11 2 1 0 1 0 5
Price undertakings 20 3 11 0 1 0 1 0 4
Definitive duties 10 7 0 2 0 0 0 0 1
7.82 - 6.83 Total 48 37 4 1 4 0 1 0 1
Price undertakings 38 32 3 1 1 0 1 0 0
Definitive duties 10 5 1 0 3 0 0 0 1
7.83 - 6.84 Total 34 15 2 4 6 0 1 0 6
Price undertaki ngs 20 9 1 2 1 0 1 0 6
Definitive duties 14 6 1 2 5 0 0 0 0
7.84 - 6.85 Total 28 11 2 0 1 0 1 1 12
Price undertakings 22 9 0 0 1 0 1 0 11
Definitive duties 6 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 1
7.85 - 6.86 Total 22 2 6 0 0 2 3 0 9
Price undertakings 14 0 3 0 0 1 3 0 7
Definitive duties 8 2 3 0 0 1 0 0 2Table IV.9 (cont'd)
Period Total Chemical
and
allied
materials
Mechanical
engineer­
ing
Text lies 
and 
allied 
materials
Iron  and 
steel 
(EEC + 
ECSC)
Consumer
elec­
tronics
Wood
and
paper
Office
equip­
ment
Other
7.86 - 6.87 Total 23 11 0 4 1 0 0 3 4
Price undertakings 20 10 0 4 1 0 0 2 3
Definitive duties 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
7.87-6.88 Total 16 14 1 o 1 0 0 0 0
Price undertakings 9 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Definitive duties 7 5 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
7.88 - 6.89 Total 33 8 0 10 5 8 0 2 0
Price undertakings 8 4 0 0 0 4 0 0 0
Definitive duties 25 4 0 10 5 4 0 2 0
7.89 - 12.89 Total 3 o 0 0 1 0 0 0 2
Price undertakings 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Definitive duties 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2
Grand total 256 115 34 22 22 10 7 6 40
Price undertakings 164 80 24 7 7 5 7 2 32
Definitive duties 92 35 10 15 15 5 0 4 8
Source: GATT Secretariat (based on EC Commission data).C/RM/S/lOB
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Table IV.10
Notifications of new technical regulations and certification systems under the 
GATT Code on Technical Barriers to Trade by the European Communities and 
individual members States, 1980-89
(Number)
Notifying party 1980-84 1985-89
European Communities 56 44
Member States (12) 157 176
Belgium 1 32
Denmark 7 54
France 34 15
Germany 14 17
Greece 0 0
Ireland 11 5
Italy 3 1
Luxembourg 0 0
Netherlands 17 8
Portugal 0 0
Spain 30 25
United Kingdom 40 19
Source: GATT Secretariat.C/RM/S/IOB
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Table IV.ll
Public sector purchasing/procurement in EC member States, 1987
(Billion ECU and per cent)
Procurement value 
(Billion ECU)
Share of GDP 
(per cent)
Germany 183.8 19.0
France 108.1 14.1
United Kingdom 106.3 17.9
Italy 89.5 13.7
Spain 29.6 11.8
Netherlands 24.5 13.3
Belgium 17.9 14.5
Denmark 16.6 18.9
Greece 7.0 18.0
Ireland 3.8 14.7
Portugal 3.4 10.7
Luxembourg 0.8 15.5
Note:  Estimated on national accounts basis.
Source: EC Commission.C/RM/S/10B
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Table IV.12
Public sector import penetration in five EC member States, 1985
(Per cent)
National import 
penetration
*
Apparent  import 
penetration  in 
public  segtor 
purchases *
Share of contracts 
with foreign 
suppliers in total 
value of procurement 
contracts
Belgium A3 21 2.6
France 20 16 1.6
Germany 22 12 3.8
United Kingdom 22 A 0. A
Italy 19 1 0.3
a  Imports as a percentage of national production plus imports,
b  Share of purchases reported to be of foreign origin in total
purchases.
c  Total includes purchases or contracts of unreported origin.
Source : W.S. Atkins, The "Cost of Non-Europe".Table IV. 13
State aid In the European Cownities by aeaber State (EC12). average 1981-86 and 1986-88 
(Billion ECU and per cent)
B DK F D GR IRL I L HL P E UK EC12
National State aid
- Billion ECU (1986-88) 3.9 0.9 15.3 23.9 1.3 0.7 20.6 0.2 2.4 0.7 5.9 6.6 82.3
(1981-86) 4.4 1.0 19.1 20.5 1.6 1.0 24.2 0.3 2.3 - - 10.8 85.2
Community intervention*
- Billion ECU (1986-88) Ö.9 1.2 6.7 4.8 1.9 1.5 5.2 0 3.1 0.7 1.8 3.1 24.1
(1981-86) 0.9 1.0 5.1 3.5 2.0 1.3 5.0 0 1.9 - - 3.0 23.7
Total aid
- Per cent of GOP (1986-88) 3.2 1.0 2.0 2.5 3.1 2.7 3.1 4.1 1.3 2.3 2.3 1.1 2.2
(1981-86) 4.1 1.3 2.7 2.5 2.5 4.0 4.0 6.0 1.5 - - 1.8 2.8
a The figures include State aid to agriculture and fisheries, manufacturing industry and railways.
b Excluding R & D aid  and ECSC aid. The combined value of these categories was ECU 7.7 billion (average 1986-88) and ECU 1.4 billion 
(1981-86).
Source: EC Commission  (1990), Second Survey on State Aids in the European Community.
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1Table IV.14
State aid to nanufacturing industry and to agriculture in the European CoMMinities by neaber State
(Per cent)
B DK F D GRa IRL I L NL P E UK EC 12
Aid to industry
(as per cent of gross value added)
Total manufacturing (1986-88) 4.4 2.0 3.7 2.7 15.5 6.1 6.7 2.3 3.3 8.3 5.3 2.7 4.0
(1981-86) 6.4 2.8 4.9 3.0 12.9 7.9 9.5 7.3 4.1 - - 3.8 4.8
Steel (1981-85) 40.4 18.0 58.3 8.6 ••• 107.2 103.0 14.6 4.3 - - 57.6 ...
Shipbuilding (1986-88)a 12.3 7.8 68.0 16.6 0 0 28.2 0 3.8 17.5 25.0
(1981-86) 27.7 33.8 56.6 12.3 ... ... 45.9 0 10.7 - - 21.6 •••
Direct aid to agricultural producers
(1986-88) ... 2.7 6.5 20.8 10.0 10.8 10.4 8.7 1.7 6.4 2.4 10.7 ...
(1981-86) 3.6 4.8 10.0 7.0 9.0 8.3 8.5 1.9 2.7 2.0 8.5 ...
a  Estimates.
Not available. 
Not applicable.
Source: See Table
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oState aid (subsidies) in EC aeaber States by sector and function, average 1986-88 
(Per cent and billion ECU)
Table IV.15
B DK F 0 GR IRL I L NL P E UK
Agriculture/Fisheries 4 27 11 10
Per cent 
li 24 16 8 23 22 4 12
Industry/Services
Horizontal objectives 19 22 17 11 33 27 15 7 35 41 6 19
Innovation T 12 3 5 5 3 T 1 To 1 3 5
Trade/export 3 5 9 1 25 21 3 0 1 1 0 5
Others 14 5 5 6 3 3 24 6 24 39 3 9
Particular sectors 69 49 65 60 24 26 45 76 35 35 88 52
Coal 31 “Ô 16 3Î 0 0 0 0 "ÏÏ T IF 17
(current production) (7) (0) (3) (17) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (7) (9)
Steel 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 3 15 0
Shipbuilding 1 6 3 1 0 0 1 0 1 3 2 7
Transport 37 42 32 28 8 18 38 76 32 15 31 17
Others 2 0 14 1 16 8 5 0 2 14 25 11
Regional aid 6 2 3 li li 22 Ü 9 I 1 1 11
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Source: GATT Secretariat (based on EC Commission, Second Survey on State Aids in the European Community).
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Abbreviations used in Tables in Chapter V
EC member States Third countries Technical terms
B Belgium
DK Denmark
F France
D Germany
GR Greece
IRL Ireland
I Italy
L Luxembourg
NL Netherlands
P Portugal
E Spa i n
UK United Kingdom
JAP « Japan
KOR - Rep. of Korea
TWN - Taiwan
AD  -  Anti-dumping  measures 
NAL * Non-automatic licensingTable V.l
Trade Measures applying in the EC fay sector, 1988
Tariff Study category  Value of imports, 1988 Average tariffs Tariff range Measures affecting trade and production
Total  M.F.N. Simple Weighted
US$ thousand  Per cent
01.00 Raw hides and skins, leather and furskins 5,595,791 2,089,485 3.1 2.5 0-10.0 Import prohibitions for wildlife 
protection
01.01 Raw hides and furskins 1,972,102 1,064,087 0 0 0
01.02 Semi-manufactured products 1,896,178 415,309 3.7 2.2 0-7.0
01.03 Manufactured articles 1,727,511 610,089 6.9 7.1 3.8-10.0
02.00 Rubber 4,037,218 1,659,209 3.1 4.0 0-10.0
02.01 Raw rubber 1,649,584 439,430 0.2 0 0-3.8
02.02 Semi-manufactured products 374,762 160,871 3.6 4.2 0-6.2
02.03 Manufactured articles 2,012,872 1,058,908 4.5 5.6 0-10.0 AD (undertakings), bilateral quota (1/JAP), 
other bilateral restrictions (IRL/JAP et.al.), 
NAL (E), NAL (P/JAP)
(cont'd)
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5Table V.l (cont'd)
Tariff Study category Value of imports, 1988 
Total M.F.N.
1988 1988
Average tariffs 
Simple Weighted
US$ thousand
Tariff range Measures affecting trade and production 
Per cent
03.00 Wood and cork 11,135,331 3,478,856 4.4 2.0 0-10.0
03.01 Wood and cork in the rough 1,214,905 349,640 0.3 0 0-3.2 Phytosanitary regulations
03.02 Wood based panels 1,697,240 411,035 10.0 10.0 10.0
03.03 Semi-manufactured products 7,334,604 2,581,807 4.2 0.6 0-10.0 Technical trade barriers, 
health and safety regulations
03.04 Manufactured articles 888,582 246,374 5.6 5.3 2.5-10.0 Technical trade barriers, 
health and safety regulations
04.00 PuId. paper and paperboard 20,698,047 5,291,851 7.4 2.7 0-12.5
04.01 Paper pulp and paper waste 6,130,954 2,981,836 0 0 0
04.02 Paper and paperboard 11,451,480 1,248,259 8.4 8.1 2.5-11.0 Minimum import prices
04.03 Printed matter 1,584,670 762,911 3.1 1.3 0-7.2
04.04 Manufactured articles 1,530,943 298,845 9.7 10.0 0*-12.5 Global quota (E), AD (undertakings)
Parts for use in civil aircraft (cont'd)
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6Table V.l (cont'd)
Tariff Study category Value of imports, 1988 
Total M.F.N.
US$ thousand
Average tariffs 
Simple Weighted
Per
Tariff range
cent
Measures affecting trade and production
05.00 Textiles and clothina 31,031,983 8,025,925 10.1 7.6 0-17.0 MFA agreements, autonomous quotas, 
autolimitations (Mediterranean countries, 
Japan), survei1lance
05.01 Textile fibres and waste 5,412,789 2,873,800 3.0 0.6 0-10.0
05.01.01 Wool 2,557,353 1,955,402 0.7 0.1 0-2.5
05.01.02 Cotton 1,737,070 637,720 0.2 0 0-1.4
05.01.03 Synthetic and artificial fibres 719,121 220,241 7.7 7.5 7-10.0 3 AD (duties)
05.01.04 Jute and other textile bast fibres 15,276 639 0 0 0
05.01.05 Other vegetable textile fibres 31,927 543 0 0 0
05.01.06 Others 352,042 59,255 0.5 0.7 0-5.3
05.02 Yarns 2,851,148 527,322 7.0 8.2 2.9-9.5
05.02.01 Wool 136,202 4,756 4.7 4.4 3.2-6.5
05.02.02 Cotton 1,067,325 39,677 6.0 6.1 4-9.0
05.02.03 Synthetic and artificial fibres 1,455,391 447,031 8.7 8.7 3.8-9.5
05.02.04 Jute and other textile bast fibres 65,186 167 5.3 5.3 5.3
(cont'd)
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7Table V.l (cont'd)
Tariff Study category  Value of imports, 1988  Average tariffs Tariff range Measures affecting trade and production
Total  M.F.N. Simple Weighted
US$ thousand  Per cent
05.02.05 Other vegetable textile fibres 39,302 2,969 4.3 4.3 3-5.9
05.02.06 Others 87,742 32,722 5.1 4.1 2.9-9.0
05.03 Fabrics and similar products 4,416,408 1,499,386 10.9 10.8 3-17.0
05.03.01 Wool 132,230 21,573 14.6 13.7 5.3-17.0
05.03.02 Cotton 2,421,870 867,441 10.2 10.6 10.0
05.03.03 Synthetic and artificial fibres 1,012,585 370,142 11.0 11.0 11.0
05.03.04 Jute and other textile bast fibres 51,351 55 8.8 9.0 8.6-9.3
05.03.05 Other vegetable textile fibres 45,414 19,101 13.3 13.8 5.8-14.0
05.03.06 Others (including pile, chenilles,
coated, impregnated and knitted fabrics 
of all fibres)
752,958 221,074 10.9 10.8 3-15.0
05.04 Made-up articles and related products 3,534,824 687,506 9.6 8.7 3.2-14.0 2 AD (undertakings, provisional duties)
05.05 Clothing and clothing accessories 14,816,814 2,437,911 13.0 13.2 0-14.0
(cont'd)
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8Table V.l (cont'd)
Tariff Study category  Value of imports, 1988 Average tariffs Tariff range Measures affecting trade and production
Total  M.F.N. Simple Weighted
US$ thousand  Per cent
06.00 Mineral Droducts and fertilizers 7,349,886 2,857,216 5.2 4.6 0-13.5
06.01 Stone, sand and gravel 495,870 111,673 0.4 0 0-3.5
06.02 Fertilizers 705,039 166,517 0 0 0
06.03 Other crude minerals 1,429,152 723,527 1.0 0.2 0-4.1
06.04 Manufactured fertilizers 1,540,620 496,138 5.3 5.1 0-11.0 A0 (duties/undertakings), 
global quota (GR). HAL (E)
06.05 Other mineral manufactures except glass 1,766,097 732,822 4.9 6.4 0-13.5 Bilateral quotas (F/JAP et.al.;GR;P/JAP), 
othèr restrictions (DK/TWN), 
voluntary export restraints (JAP/UK).
HAL (E)
06.06 Glass and glassware 1,413,108 626,539 8.4 9.2 0-12.5
06.06.01 Flat glass and manufactures 502,676 193.479 7.6 9.7 0*-6.5 AD (duty/undertakings)
06.06.02 Other glass manufactures 910,432 433.060 8.8 9.0 0-12.5
07.00 Precious stones and oreclous metals 12.253,881 3,293,296 2.6 0.6 0-8.5
07.01 Precious stones, pearls 8,263,015 1,772,380 0.6 0 0-3.2
07.02 Unworked or semi-manufactured precious 
metals
2.490,071 1,013,024 1.5 0.1 0-4.6
07.03 Articles of precious stones and precious
metals
1,500,795 507,892 4.5 3.7 0-8.5 Global quota (E)
* Parts for use in civil aircraft (cont'd)Tafele O (u.wt^)
Tariff Study category Value of imports, 1988 
Total H.F.N.
Average tariffs 
Simple Weighted
Tariff range Measures affecting trade and production
US$ thousand Per cent
OSJifi Ores and metals 35,899,561 11,755,566 5.1 2.6 0-17.0
08.01 Ores and metal waste 8,090,664 3,714,243 0 0 0 AD (provisional duty)
08,02 !rf»n *nd steel 8,493,100 1,904,280 5.4 5.5 0-10.0 Voluntary restraint arrangements, 
autonomous quotas of member States, 
EC export restraints (USA)
08.0?. <01 Uriworked 675,569 243,393 3.5 2.9 0-6.0 Bilateral quota (I/JAP), NAL (E/JAP)
08 (12,0?, Ferro--a 1 toys 1,717,586 399,564 4.9 6.8 0-8.0 4 AD (duty/undertakings), 
bilateral quota (F), NAL (E)
08*02-03 Serai-manufactured products 6,099,945 1,261,323 5.6 5.5 0*-10.0 5 AD (duty/undertakings)
08.03 Mon-ferrous metals 12,741,860 3,592,828 5.2 1.4 0-10.0 Bilateral quotas (1/JAP;P/JAP),NAL (E/JAP)
08,03 01 Onwought metals 9,608,962 2,864,383 1.2 0.3 0-6.0
.08; O'L.OLOi topper 3,953,668 1,150,315 0 0 0
08o03.0l.02 Nickel - 1,708,861 1,312,834 0 0 0
0^ ^ ’LJ? AluminiM 3,240,007 169,538 3.5 3.4 0-6.0
m,mMM lead 283,727 206,925 2.0 0.5 0-3.5
2!tfe 181,279 15,159 2.9 3.2 0-3.5
Pc:r: ürç n? ! 1 aircraft (cont'd)
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0Table V.l (cont'd)
Tariff Study category Value of imports, 1988 
Total M.F.N.
Average tariffs 
Simple Weighted
Tariff range Measures affecting trade and production
US$ thousand Per cent
08.03.01.07 Tin 241,420 9,612 0 0 0
08.03.02 Non-ferrous metal products 3,132,898 728,445 6.2 5.9 0-10.0
08.03.02.01 Copper 759,762 152,232 6.0 6.1 1.4-6.5
08.03.02.02 Nickel 111,706 84,813 4.2 3.8 0.5-5.3
08.03.02.03 Aluminium 1,544,628 134,066 8.6 8.6 0-10.0
08.03.02.04 Lead 4,269 832 7.0 7.2 2.2-9.0
08.03.02.05 Zinc 30,279 6,679 7.0 7.9 4.4-8.0
08.03.02.06 Tin 3,475 1,200 3.4 3.4 2.5-4.5
08.03.02.07 Other (unworked or semi-manufactured) 678,779 348,623 5.2 5.3 0-10.0
08.04 Metal manufactures 6,573,937 2,544,215 5.4 6.0 0-17.0
08.04.01 Tools 1,752,739 703,534 4.8 4.7 3.8-6.2 Global quota (E)
08.04.02 Cutlery 369,529 215,287 9.7 13.4 4.9-17.0 Industry-to-industry arrangements 
(B.NL.L). global quota (F). NAL (E) 
export restrictions (JAP/EC)
08.04.03 Household equipment 401,777 157,480 5.2 5.6 0-7.0 Global quota (E)
08.04.04 Metal containers, etc.
08.04.05 Others
299,766
3,750,126
85,424
1.382,490
5.3
5.2
5.9
5.5
3.9-7.0 
0-9.0 2 AD (undertakings), global quota (E)
(cont’d)
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1Table V.1 (cont'd)
Tariff Study category  Value of imports, 1988  Average tariffs Tariff range Measures affecting trade and production
Total  M.F.N. Simple Weighted
US$ thousand  Per cent
09.00 Coal ami natural aas 
(excludes 09.03)
13,105,656 5,454,369 2.2 4.0 0-16.0 State trading
09.01 Coal, coke and agglomerates 4,634,625 3,945,454 3.3 5.4 0-5.0 Article XIX (D), subsidies, other NTBs, 
national tariffs (specific)
09.02 Gas 7,414,133 771,458 1.5 0.1 0-16.0
09.04 Products derived from coal, 
or gas
1,056,898 737,457 2.2 0.7 0-7.0
10.00 Chemicals 29,646,044 11,627,589 7.3 6.7 0-17.6 Environment-related regulations
10.01 Chemical elements and compounds 11,703,424 4,985,991 7.3 5.3 0-17.6 18 AD (duty/undertakings), trade controls
10.01.01 Organic chemicals 7,424,531 3,058,798 8.0 7.3 0-17.6
10.01.02 Chemical elements, inorganic acids, 
oxides and halogens
1,541,410 423,571 6.0 4.6 0-13.4 Bilateral quota (F/JAP), NAL (E)
10.01.03 Other inorganic products 2.737,483 1,503,622 6.4 1.5 0-14.0 Global quota (F)
10.02 Dyeing, tanning and colouring materials 1,580,198 447,156 7.1 7.6 0-10.0
10.02.01 Tanning materials 55,306 14,967 4.4 3.1 0-9.0
10.02.02 Colouring materials 1,030,255 252.397 7.3 8.3 0-10.0
(cont'd)Table V. 1 (cont'd)
Tariff Stucjy category Value of imports, 1988 
Total M.F.N.
Average tariffs 
Simple Weighted
Tariff range Measures affecting trade and production
US$ thousand Per cent
10.02.03 Paints, varnishes, etc. 494,637 179,792 7.6 7.0 3.7-10.0
10.03 Medical and pharmaceutical products 4,222,095 1,332,841 6.0 5.3 0-13.6 Trade controls and prohibitions
10.04 Plastics 7,778,322 3,056,171 9.3 9.9 0*-16.0
10.04.01 Plastic materials 5,762,626 2,242,435 9.5 10.5 0*-16.0 Global quota (E)
10.04.02 Articles thereof 2,015,696 813,736 8.0 8.2 0*-8.6 Global quota (E)
10.5 Essential oils, perfume materials, 
preparations, soaps
1,282,950 432,100 5.6 5.3 0-11.0
10.05.01 Essential oils, perfume mats 494,110 128,233 4.5 2.5 0-11.0 Bilateral quota (I)
10.05.02 Perfumery, cosmetics, soaps, cleaning 
preparations, etc.
788,840 303,867 6.5 6.5 5.3-6.9 Global quota (E), 
bilateral quota (F/JAP et.al.)
10.06 Other chemicals 3,079,055 1,373,330 6.1 6.5 0-12.0
10.06.01 Semi-manufactured products 2,274,688 1,123,141 5.7 6.5 0-7.6 Variable elements
10.06.02 Finished products 804,367 250,189 7.2 6.7 4.6-12.0 Global quota (E)
* Parts for use in civil aircraft (cont'd)Table V.l (cont'd)
Tariff Study category  Value of imports, 1988  Average tariffs Tariff range Measures affecting trade and production
Total  M.F.N. Simple Weighted
US$ thousand  Per cent
11.00 Non-electric machinery 48,477,982 30,660,314 4.1 4.4 0*-12.0
11.01 Power-generating machinery 6.367,637 3,678,045 4.5 2.6 0*-10.0 2 AD (duty and undertak ings), 
restrictive public procurement
11.02 Agricultural machinery 809,560 527,906 3.6 3.5 3.5-4.1 Global quota (E)
11.03 Office machines 19,004,383 16,044,904 4.6 4.7 0*-12.0 3 AD (duty/undertakings), surveillance (JAP)
11.04 Metalworking machinery 2,134,158 1,192,206 4.3 4.6 2.2-5.3 Global quota (E),
export monitoring/moderation (Japan) 
administrative barriers (F/JAP)
11.05 Textile and leather machinery 2,129,022 836,200 4.2 4.3 3.2-5.8 Global quotas (E), bilateral quota (I/JAP), 
NAL (P/JAP)
11.06 Construction, mining and handling 
equipment
3,258,256 1,586,828 4.1 5.2 0-6.5 Global quota (E), AD (duty), 
export monitoring/moderation (JAP), 
industry-to-industry arrangements (UK)
11.07 Other machine tools 1,532.920 681,444 3.8 3.4 2.9-5.8 Global quota (E)
11.08 Pumps 2*317,394 1,156,074 3.3 4.2 0*-5.3
11.09 Heating and cooling equipment 1,404,919 640,132 3.7 4.3 0*-5.6 AD (undertakings)
11.10 Pulp and paper machinery 694,934 167,351 3.9 3.8 3.8-4.1
Parts for use in dvil aircraft. (cont'd)Table V.l (cont'd)
Tariff Study category  Value of imports, 1988  Average tariffs Tariff range Measures affecting trade and production
Total  M.F.N. Simple Weighted
US$ thousand  Per cent
11.11 Bookbinding and printing machinery 1,341,167 678,587 3.4 3.2 2.2-4.5
11.12 Other machines 4,593,375 2,032,871 4.0 4.1 0*-6.2 AO (duty and undertakings)
11.13 Parts and accessories 2,890,257 1,437,766 4.7 5.8
0
*
1
o
NAL (I/JAP), NAL (E), 3 AD (duty)
12.00 Electrical machines and apparatus 31,198,722 18,739,225 5.8 8.3 0*-15.0
12.01 Electrical machinery for industry 7,409,233 3,825,042 4.3 5.4 0*-8.5 Global quotas (E,P), bilateral quotas (F), 
NAL (E,P/JAP), AD (duties/undertakings)
12.02 Telecomnunicat ions apparatus 11,852,027 7,611,422 7.2 8.8 0*-14.0 Export monitoring (JAP),
global quotas (F,1,P),
bilateral quotas (E/JAP et.al.), NAL (E),
buy-national tendencies in public procurement
12.03 Tools and other electrical apparatus 3,198,025 1,570,502 4.4 4.9
o
»
t
C
T
>
O
Export monitoring/moderation (JAP,K0R?)
12.04 Electrical equipment and parts 8,739,437 5,732,259 7.2 10.6
°
*
1
c
r
>
o Global quotas (E),
bilateral quotas (I.F/JAP et.al.),
NAL (E,P/JAP), other restrictions (DK/TWN), 
3 AD (duty and undertakings), 
voluntary restraints?
* Parts for use in civil aircraft (cont'd)Table V.l (cont'd)
Tariff Study category Value of imports, 1988 
Total  M.F.N.
US$ thousand
Average tariffs 
Simple Weighted
Tariff range Measures affecting trade and production
Per cent
13.00  Transport equipment
13.01  Motor vehicles
13.02  Aircraft
13.03  Ships and boats
13.04  Other transport equipment
28,304.592  16,879,233  7.0 
18,398,989 12,639,203 9.5
7,756,446 
1,526,953 
622,204
3,128.342  3.7 
901,725  1.8 
209,963 5.3
7.3
9.4
0.5
0.5
10.0
0-22.0
4.4-22.0
0-15.0
0-4.9
3.8-17.0
Voluntary restraints, global quotas (I,E), 
bilateral quotas (P/JAP et. al.), 
administrative barriers (F), 
industry-to-industry arrangements (UK), 
technical trade barriers, 
environment-related regulations
Proh ib it ions (F), subs id ies
Global quota (F), NAL (E), subsidies
14.00  Professional, scientific and controlling 14,381,847 
instruments, photographic apparatus.
clocks and watches
14.01  Photographic and optical apparatus  4,355,906
14.02 Professional, scientific and 
controlling instruments
14.03 Watches and clocks  2,190,317
9,389,836 5.4
3,514,739 6.7
7,835,624 5,379,033 4.9
496,064 5.4
6.5
7.1
6.1
6.7
0*-11.0
0*-10.0
0*-11.0
0*-7.5
Bilateral quotas (F/JAP et. al.), NAL (E), 
AD (duty and undertakings), quotas (I)
Bilateral quotas (F/JAP et. al.),
NAL (E), NAL (P/JAP)
Global quotas (F), NAL (E/JAP), NAL (P),
AD (duty)
Parts for use in civil aircraft. (cont'd)Table V.l (cant'd)
Tariff Study category  Value of imports, 1988  Average tariffs Tariff range Measures affecting trade and production
Total  M.F.N. Simple Weighted
US$ thousand  Per cent
15.00 Footwear and travel ooods 4,349,555 2,105,628 10.4 11.1 4.6-20.0
15.01 Footwear 2,988,166 1,424,567 11.7 13.5 4.6-20.0 Global quotas (E.P), 
bilateral restrictions (IRL/TWN),
A0 (duty and undertakings), 
industry-to-industry arrangements (IRL), 
autolimitations (K0R,TWN),
Cornnun ity survei1lance
15.02 Travel goods, handbags, etc. 1,361,389 681,061 7.0 6.1 5.1-12.0 Global quota (E)
16.00 Photoaraphic and cinematoaraDhic suDDlies 1,670,469 1,433,014 6.0 6.4 0-7.6 Bilateral quota (I/JAP)
17.00 Furniture 2,425,690 687,986 5.4 5.5 0-7.0
18.00 Musical instruments, sound recordina or 
reproduction apparatus
6,780,383 5,802,284 5.7 7.3 0-14.0
18.01 Sound recorders and sound recordings 6,056,519 5,138,029 5.9 7.5 0-14.0 Global quotas (E), bilateral quotas (I/JAP), 
3 AD (duties and undertakings), 
export monitoring/moderation (JAP,K0R), 
administrative barriers (F)
18.02 Musical instruments 723,864 664,255 5.5 5.8 4.9-7.5
(cont'd)
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Tariff Study category Value of imports, 1988 
Total  M.F.N.
US$ thousand
Average  tariffs  Tariff  range 
Simple Weighted
Per cent
Measures affecting trade and production
19,00 Toys 3,626,110 1,725,569 6.7 6.8 0-10.5 Global quotas (E,GR),
bilateral quota (F), NAL (E)
20»00 Works of art and collectors1 pieces 2,012,597 1,072,372
21..00 Firearms, awnunition. tanks and other 
armoured fighting vehicles
772,476 69,527 5.0 5.7 0-6.7 Trade controls and prohibitions, 
global quota (E)
22o00 Office and stationery supplies 576,959  346,482 5.7 6.0 3.8-7.2 AD (provisional duty)
LOCI Memsfactured articles not elsewhere
specified
3,677,226 1,353,385 6.4 6.4 0-11.0 AD (duty), global quotas (F,E,P), 
import controls and prohibitions
(cont'd)
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Tariff Study category Value of imports, 1988 Average tariffs Tariff range Measures affecting trade and production
Total M.F.N. Simple Weighted
US$ thousand Per cent
24.00 Foodstuffs 15,132,287 2,405,042 14.5 9.8 0-30.0 Phytosanitary regulations, variable levies
24.01 Fruit and edible nuts, fresh or dried 5,420,088 1,446,095 10.0 7.6 0-20.0
24.01.01 Bananas and certain other tropical 
fruit and nuts
2,370,263 72,015 7.7 6.9 0-20.0 Bilateral quotas (F,GR,I,P,E,UK)
24.01.02 Other fruit and edible nuts, fresh 
or dried
3,049,825 1,374,080 10.3 7.6 0-15.0 Global quotas (E,F), prohibitions (GR), 
HAL (E), seasonal tariffs, excise tax (I), 
Article XIX, export forecasts (apples)
24.02 Fruit, prepared or preserved 
(except dried)
762,438 235,179 22.8 19.0 0-30.0 Article XIX, seasonal tariffs, 
countervailing charges, refunds, 
variable components
24.03 Vegetables, fresh or dried 1,417,191 432,531 10.5 6.2 0-20.0 Quotas and prohibitions (E,F,GR), HAL (E), 
seasonal tariffs, countervailing charges, 
levies, export refunds, 
restraint arrangement
24.04 Vegetables, prepared or preserved 561,177 160,824 17.6 18.7 0-24.0 NAL (0), variable components, levies
24.05 Coffee, tea and mate 4.946,799 10,435 11.8 5.2 0-18.0
(cont'd)
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Tariff Study category Value of imports, 1988 
Total M.F.N.
Average tariffs 
Simple Weighted
Tariff range Measures affecting trade and production
US$ thousand Per cent
24.05.01 Coffee 4,309,544 2,595 13.7 7.0 5.0-18.0 Excise taxes (B,DK,D,I)
24.05.02 Tea and mate 504,640 6,064 2.0 1.4 0-5.0 Excise taxes (DK,D,I)
24.05.03 Coffee and tea extracts 132,615 1,776 17,1 15.6 12.0-18.0
24.06 Spices 294,481 16,435 8.5 9.1 0-25.0
24.07 Cocoa and cocoa preparations 1,425,936 1,330 12.2 6.5 3.0-16.0 Excise taxes (DK,F,I)
24.07.01 Cocoa beans 1,239,688 897 3.0 3.0 3.0
24.07.02 Cocoa paste, butter and powder 186,248 433 14.5 13.7 12.0-16.0
24.07.03 Chocolate and other preparations 
containing cocoa
- Variable components
24.08 Sugar and confectionery 29,390 15,496 17.8 14.9 Variable levies, export refunds 
(limited quantities), global quota (F), 
NAL (E)
24.08.01 Sugars 28,256 15,487 16.7 14.9
24.08.02 Sugar confectionery 1,134 9 21.0 21.0
(cont'd)
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Tariff Study category  Value of imports, 1988  Average tariffs Tariff range Measures affecting trade and production
Total  M.F.N. Simple Weighted
US$ thousand  Per cent
24.09 Products of the milling industry 
preparations of cereals
162 38 23.5 18.4
24.09.01 Flour and worked cereal grains Variable levies, refunds, global quota (E)
24.09.02 Malt, starches, gluten and inulin 58 4 30.0 30.0 Variable levies, refunds
24.09.03 Preparations of cereals, flour or starch 194 34 17.0 17.0 17.0 Variable components, global quota (F), NAL (E)
24.09.04 Bakers' wares Variable components
24.10 Other foodstuffs 274,625 86,679 11.0 21.4 0-27.0
24.10.01 Eggs 186 134 2.4 11.5 Variable levies
24.10.02 Natural honey 121,358 44,093 27.0 27.0 27.0 Quota (F), NAL (E)
24.10.03 Other 153,081 42,452 12.3 15.7 0-24.0
(cont'd)
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Tariff Study category Value of imports, 1988 Average tariffs Tariff range Measures affecting trade and production
Total M.F.N. Simple Weighted
US$ thousand Per cent
25.00 Grains 98,763 76,375 8.3 4.3 Variable levies, export refunds, 
production aids,
co-responsibility for fanners, etc.
26.00 An ima1s and products thereof 2,036,909 1,291,424 12.0 10.2 0-26.0 Variable levies, sanitary regulations, 
specific import régimes, export refunds, 
subsidies
26.01 Live animals 370,639 255,456 4.5 1.9 0-10.0 Quotas (E,P)
26.02 Meat, fresh, chilled or frozen 1,262,453 990,141 10.5 11.8 0-20.0 Restraint arrangements (sheepmeat, goatmeat), 
global quotas (E)
26.03 Meat, prepared or preserved, and other 
meat products
403,817 45,827 18.6 21.5 17.0-26.0 Quota (E)
(cont'd)
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Tariff Study category  Value of imports, 1988  Average tariffs Tariff range Measures affecting trade and production
Total  M.F.N. Simple Weighted
US$ thousand  Per cent
27.00 Oilcake and other residues 9,335,923 3,443,623 6.9 0.3 0-18.0 Subsidies
27.01 Vegetable oils and seeds; oilcake 8,804,373 3,163,316 6.5 0.2 0-15.0
27.01.01 Oil seeds and oleaginous fruit, 4,084,814 2,407,962 0.2 0.0 0-7.0 Compensatory amounts, quota (P), NAL (E)
27.01.02 Vegetable oils 907,241 66,476 10.4 9.8 0-15.0 Variable levies (olive oil), 
compensatory amounts
27.01.03 Oilcake and other residues 3,812,318 688,878 0.0 0.0 0 Levies (olive oil)
27.02 Other fats, oils waxes and products 531,550 280,307 7.8 1.3 0-18.0 Variable levies, compensatory amounts, 
quotas (E,F,P)
28.00 Cut f lowers, plants, veaetable materials 950,710 183,907 8.4 4.4 0-24.0
28.01 Cut flowers 259,967 15,693 20.5 19.5 17.0-24.0 Seasonal tariffs
28.02 Other 690,743 168,214 5.9 3.0 0-15.0 Global quota (F), NAL (E)Table V.I (cont'd)
Tariff Study category Value of imports, 1988 
Total  M.F.N.
US$ thousand
Average tariffs 
Simple Weighted
Tariff range Measures affecting trade and production
Per cent
29.00  Beverages and spirits
29.Cl  Fruit and vegetable juices
29.02  Wine
29.03  Other beverages and spirits
30.00  Dairy products
30.01  Fluid milk, fresh or preserved
30.02  Butter
30.03  Cheese
590,124  223,271 21.5  14.3
80,255
185,931
975
18,559 30.8  25.5
97,711 13.1  11.4
323,938  107,001 23.5  15.1
12.0
0-24.0 Marking and packing requirements
Variable components, global quota (F),
HAL (I)
Countervailing charges, export refunds, 
global quotas (E,P), HAL (E), 
excise taxes 
0-24.0 Countervailing charges,
variable components/quota (F), HAL (E), 
excise taxes
Variable levies, specific import régimes, 
export refunds, delivery quotas for farmers, 
import quotas (E)
975 12.0
(cont'd)
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Tariff Study category Value of imports, 1988 
Total M.F.N.
Average tariffs 
Simple Weighted
Tariff range Measures affecting trade and production
US$ thousand Per cent
31.00 F i sh f shellfish and products 6,178,148 1.246.509 12.2 10.3 0-30.0 Subsidies
31.01 Fish 3,988,488 875,358 12.3 10.1 0-30.0
31.01.01 Fish. fresh, chilled or frozen 2,500,397 475,034 11.1 8.7 0-22.0 Seasonal tariffs, countervailing measures, 
quota (E)
31.01.02 Fish. salted, in brine, dried 641,955 86,768 13.3 12.9 8.0-16.0 Quota (E)
31.01.03 Fish, prepared or preserved 846,136 313,556 20.1 11.6 5.5-30.0 Global quota (F). NAL (E/JAP), 
reference prices
31.02 Crustaceans 2,189,660 371,151 11.8 10.7 0-26.0
31.02.01 Crustaceans and molluscs, fresh. 1,711,946 309,062 10.9 9.3 0-20.0 Global quotas (E,P)
31.02.02 Crustaceans and molluscs, prepared 447,714 62,089 20.3 17.5 16.0-26.0 Global quotas (E,P)
(cont'd)Tajble f„l (cant'd)
Tariiff Study category Value of imports, 1988 
Total M.F.N.
Average tariffs 
Simple Weighted
Tariff range Measures affecting trade and production
US$ thousand Per cent
32,00 Jp^cco 1,639,611 616,655 26.4 9.4 26.0-117.0 State trading, excise taxes
32.01 Unmanufactured' tobacco 1,299,500 593,701 12.9 8.5
32.92 Manufactured tobacco 340,111 22,954 66.6 30.9 26.0-117.0
33 00 Other aqricultural products of 
1 oriqin
746,748 332,921 0.6 0 0-3.5 Import controls for wildlife protection
34 .,00 agricultural products of
veaetable oriqin
2,107,352 1,332,449 3.6 0.9 Global quota (F)
97 c0 0 Petroleum 43,981,910 7,049,441 3.1 0.5 0-7.0 State trading, excise taxes, 
environment-related regulations
97,01.' Crude Petroleum 33,930,042 3,822,687 0 0 0
mm Refined Petroleum 10,051,868 3,226,754 3.2 1.1 5-7.0
(cont'd)
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Tariff Study category Value of imports, 1988 
Total M.F.N.
Average tariffs Tariff range Measures affecting trade and production 
Simple Weighted
US$ thousand Per cent
98.00 All aariculture products 38,817,550 11,152,176 12.4 5.5
98.01 Primary products 25,593,807 6.912,617 8.8 4.2
98.02 Semi-processed products 1,161,778 231,784 13.5 14.2
98.03 Processed products 12,061,965 4,007,775 16.7 7.3
99.00 All industria1 products (exc1. 
Petroleum)
319,008,006 145,798,217 6.4 5.6
99.01 Raw materials (excl. Petroleum) 47,737,037 18,980,624 1.1 1-2
99.02 Semi-manufactured manuractures 77,658,999 23,265,171 7.1 5.1
99.03 Finished manufactures (excl. 
Petroleum
193,611,970 103,552,422 6.5 6.5
Note: M.f.n. imports are imports from m.f.n.-treated countries, subject to ad valorem tariffs.
Weighted average tariffs were calculated using as weights the 1988 imports (under ad valorem tariffs) from m.f.n.-treated countries. 
Tariff ranges refer to the range of conventional tariffs.
Anti-dumping measures (AD) reflect the situation as of 1 September 1990.
Quantitative restrictions are those applied on the basis of Council Regulation No. 288/82 in mid-1990.
The measures reported in this table do not necessarily apply to all EC member States and to all products within the respective category. 
Source: GATT Tariff Study and GATT Secretariat estimates.Table V.2
Major features of agriculture in the European Commities, 1960-89
(Per cent, index EC-100, European Size Units)
Year EC10 EC12 GR P IRL E I F DK D NL L B UK
1960
Share  of  agricultural  employment  in  total  civilian  employment  (per  cent) 
18.4 21.1 57.1 43.9 37.3 42.3 32.6 22.5 18.2 13.8 9.8 16.6 8.7 4.8
1970 11.4 13.8 40.8 30.0 27.1 29.5 20.2 13.5 11.5 8.6 6.3 9.4 4.8 3.2
1980 8.0 9.7 30.3 28.6 18.3 19.2 14.3 8.7 8.1 5.6 4.9 5.4 3.0 2.6
1987 5.6 7.8 27.0 22.2 15.4 15.1 10.5 7.0 6.4 4.4 4.9 3.7 2.8 2.4
1988 6.2 7.4 26.6 20.7 15.4 14.4 9.9 6.8 6.3 4.3 4.8 3.4 2.7 2.2
1960
Share of agriculture in total gross domestic product (per cent)
... 8.4 20.2 23.5 21.8 22.0 12.3 10.6 14.3 5.8 8.9 7.1 6.5 3.4
1988 ... 4.6 16.2 8.7 15.0 8.1 4.9 5.2 7.0 2.7 7.4 3.1 4.3 2.6
1987
Net  value-added  at  factor  cost  per  manpower  employment  unit  (EC  12-100) 
... 100 103.7 103.7 114.1 108.1 108.5 104.0 82.8 86.6 100.9 116.7 95.9 99.1
1985
Average business size of farms (estimated total farm value added in European Size Units) 
...... ... 3.0 8.7 5.9 7.9 22.8 30.9 17.3 43.8 18.7 23.8 42.0
1988
(1979-80) (1982)
Share of member States in EC final agricultural production (per cent) 
... 100 3.9 1.7 2.2 12.6 18.4 22.8 3.4 14.5 7.7 0.1 3.0 9.7
Not available.
Source: Eurostat, Agriculture - Statistical Yearbook, 1989; EC Commission, The Agricultural Situation in the Community, 1988 and 1989.
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8Table V.3
Ha in agricultural policy instruments In the European Cowunities
Sector Import régime Export regulation Internal support/adjustment policies
Milk Variable levies
Special arrangements mainly for cheese (e.g. on imports 
from some EFTA countries, Australia, New Zealand, 
Turkey, Canada, Hungary)
Refunds (certain 
exceptions, e.g. 
exports to US)
Intervention purchases (mandatory)
Delivery quotas
Co-responsibility levy (with exemptions for small fanners and farmers in 
less-favoured regions)
Private storage aid (with respect to butter and cream)
Special sales schemes (e.g. for certain consumer groups or user industries)
Beef and veal Customs duties (20% ad valorem) plus variable levies 
Concessionary product-specific import régimes granting 
full or partial exemption from the duty/levy system 
Bilateral arrangements with Yugoslavia, Uruguay and ACP 
countries (quantitative cei1ings)
Refunds Intervention purchases (quantitative ceilings)
Direct income aid
Private storage aid
Special sales schemes
Various premiums (e.g. for suckler cows)
Pigmeat Levies (mostly dependent on price differences between 
EC threshold price and world prices for cereals) plus 
supplementary levy if sluice-gate price is not observed
Refunds Intervention purchases (optional, no price guarantees) 
Private storage aid
Poultry Variable levies (see pigmeat) Refunds -
Sheepmeat GATT-bound duty at 20 per cent
Duty-free imports under voluntary restraint arrangements 
with major supplier countries
- Price guarantees (with quantitative ceilings triggering price reductions) 
Private storage aid and intervention purchases or slaughter subsidies
Fruits and 
vegetables
Customs duties
Countervailing charges (processed fruit excluded)
Refunds Withdrawal from the market, compensations 
Quotas (processed tomatoes)
Direct aid for structural improvement (citrus fruit), aid for processing with 
guarantee thresholds (oranges, lemons, tomatoes), storage aid (dried 
grapes and figs)
Cereals (except 
rice)
Variable levies Refunds Intervention purchases (mandatory)
Guarantee threshold
Co-responsibi1ity levy, additional levy 
Production aid (durum wheat)
Schemes on set-aside, extension and conversion of production (applied by 
member States)
Processing aids (starch, maize for brewing)
Wine Specific duties Refunds Intervention purchases and compulsory/optional distillation 
Input subsidies (grape must)
Storage aid
Aid for structural improvement or abandonment of wine-growing
(cont'd)Table V.3 (edit'd)
Sector Import régime Export regulation Internal support/adjustment policies
Olive oil Variable levies Refunds Intervention purchases (compulsory)
Production aid
Consumption aid for packaging plants (dependent on internal price situation)
OiIseeds Customs duties at zero (seeds, oilcake) or low levels Refunds Production aid paid via first buyer (quantitative ceilings)
Sugar Variable levies
Preferential imports from ACP countries and from India at 
guaranteed prices (comparable to EC-internal prices)
Refunds for a 
limited amount of 
domestic 
production and 
cane sugar from 
ACP countries
Intervention purchases (mandatory)
Common prices for fixed quantities 
Co-responsibility levy
Production quotas for sugar refineries (not transferable) 
Processing aid for industrial users (chemical industry)
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Table V.4
European rn— ini ties (ECIO) i^wrts of ten «a jor agricultural products 
(■ainly food). 1979 and 1988
(Million ECU)
Description 1979 1988
Coffee, not roasted; coffee husks and skins 3,568 3,621
Soybeans 2,446 2,253
Oilcake and other residues of soybeans 1,108 1,836
Bananas, fresh or dried 595 1,285
Crustaceans and molluscs, fresh, chilled or frozen, etc. 300 1,150
Cocoa beans, whole or broken, raw or roasted 1,290 1,102
Fish, fresh or chilled (excluding fillets) 190 776
Fish, prepared or preserved, n.e.s. (including caviar
and substitutes) 334 751
Oranges, fresh or dried 530 747
Manioc, arrowroot, salep, sweet potatoes and other
similar roots, tubers 584 734
Memorandum:
Total food imports (SITC 0,1,22 and 4) 29,945 39,300
Note: Figures calculated at five-digit SITC, Revision 2.
Source: UN Comtrade data base.C/RM/S/IOB
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Table V.5
Intervention stocks of cereals, beef, butter and skianod milk powder in the EC. 1986-89
(Thousand tons)
31 December 
1986
31 December 
1987
31 December 
1988
30 June 
1989
Cereals 12909 8153 8456 8158
Of which: Common wheat 7716 2909 3347 2391
Barley 2868 3023 2819 2983
Beefmeat 705 890 639 195
Butter 1366 958 213 64
Skinmed milk powder (public storage) 772 473 10 7
Note: Figures for butter and skimmed milk powder for 1989 refer to stocks on 31 March. 
Source: EC Court of Auditors.C/RM/S/10B
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Table V.6
EC expenditure on agriculture by sector, 1980-90
(Per cent and billion ECU)
1980 1985 1989 1990a 
(Budget 
appropriations)
Milk 41 30
Per cent
17 16
Beef/veal 12 14 9 8
Sheepmeat and goatmeat .. 3 5 5
Cereals 14 12 15 16
Oils and fats 3 6 10 12
Sugar 5 9 7 8
Olive oil 3 4 6 6
Wine 2 5 5 5
Fruit and vegetables 6 6 4 5
Other8k 14 11 22 19
Total 100 100 100 100
Memorandum:
Total guarantee spending 11.3
Billion ECU 
19.7 28.2 28.4
Total guidance spending 0.6 0.7 1.4 1.8
Total gross expenditure 11.9 20.5 29.7 30.1
Levies 1.5 1.1 1.4 1.2
Sugar levies 0.5 1.1 1.3 1.4
Total net expenditure 9.9 18.3 26.9 27.6
Negligible 
a 1990 Preliminary Draft Budget 
b Fishery products, stock depreciation, etc.
Source: EC Commission, The Agricultural Situation in the Community, 
1987, 1988 and 1989.'Table V.7
■Agricultural support in the European Conaunities in sain product areas, 1979-85 (EC10) and 1986-89 (EC12)
f Parentage PSE and total PSE in million ECU)
1979-85 1986 1987 1988 1989 Total 198' 
million !
A11 products 35. 50 48 43 3i 48.095
livestock sector 36 44 ii 44 39 36.649
Beef and veal 47 50 46 56 55 12,937
Milk 52 73 68 60 52 16.542
Poultry 21 16 24 35 24 1.752
Pigmeat 6 5 5 6 5 1.135
Crops 31 66 66 39 35 11.446
Soybeans 48 57 67 59 54 523
Sugar 54 76 80 71 52 2,013
Coarse grains 
(maize, barley)
32 66 63 34 35 4,171
Wheat 28 63 66 30 24 3,244
iot* Figures for last two years are estimated or provisional (1989). For livestock products net PSE values are given (excluding excess feed 
r.ftsts resulting from market support in feedgrains).
and CSE tables. 1979-89.
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Production  of  aain  agricultural  products  and  self-sufficiency  ratios  in  the  European  Co-unities, 
1979-89
(Per cent and billion ECU)
Table V.8
Share in final 
agricultural 
production
Self-sufficiency ratios
1987 1988 1979 1980 1986 1987 1988
EC10 EC12 EC12 EC9 EC10 EC12 EC12 EC12
Milk
Per cent 
19.1 17.8 17.6
Per cent 
118 108
Fresh milk products ... ... • • • • • • 100 101 101 • f ,
Cream ... ... ... ... 105 101 101 ...
Beef and veal 13.2 11.7 12.8 93 102 106 107 100
Pigmeat 9.8 8.6 10.7 103 100 102 103 104
Poultry 4.4 3.8 4.4 102 107 104 106 105
Sheepmeat and goatmeat 1.6 1.4 2.0 74 79 81 82
Fruit and vegetables 12.9 14.8 13.5 • • • • • • • * • # • * • • •
Fruit 4.7 4.4 4.7 94 87 86 85 86
Vegetables 8.2 8.7 8.8 76 102 108 106 107
Cereals 11.6 10.2 ... 86 102 112 111 114
Wheat 6.7 5.9 6.7 91 126 120 118 118
Barley 2.4 2.1 2.6 98 105 125 117 121
Maize 2-l 1.9 2.3 56 58 84 89 96
Wine 5.4 5.3 4.5 ... 106 107 107 103
Olive oil 4.1 1.2 1.6 ... ... 101 86 122
Oilseeds 2.5 2.2 2.0 ••• ••• **•
Sugar (equivalents) 2.5 2.2 2.4 91 129 129 122 129
Memorandum:
Total value of final 
agricultural production 156.8
Billion ECU 
181.1 185.7
Source: Eurostat. Agriculture - Statistical Yearbook, 1989;
EC Commission, The Agricultural Situation in the Community, 1988 and 1989.C/RM/S/10B
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Table V.9
Share of cereals in EC compound feedingstuffs production, 1980-87
(Per cent)
1980 1985 1986 1987
EC 10 37.5 34.6 32.0
EC 12 42.2 38.8 35.6 32.9
Note: Greece and Luxembourg are not included.
Source : EC Commission, The Agricultural Situation in the Community,
1988  and 1989.C/RM/S/10B
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Table V.10
European CoMunities external trade in textiles and clothing (EC12), 1984-88
(Million ECU)
Year
Textiles Clothing Textiles and Clothing
Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports
1984 10,973 7,944 6,846 10,514 17,819 18,458
1985 11,820 8,645 8,165 10,932 19,986 19,577
1986 11,086 8,742 8,214 12,382 19,300 21,124
1987 10,898 9,528 8,252 15,014 19,150 24,543
1988 11,373 10,138 8,531 16,542 19,904 26,680
Source: UN Comtrade data base.C/RM/S/10B
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Table V.11
Major suppliers of textile products to the European Communities (EC12), 1988
(Per cent of import value)
Countries with bilateral  restraints under the MFA  46.2
of which:
Hong Kong  10.4
China  6.2
South Korea  6.0
India  4.7
Mediterranean countries  22.7
of wh i ch:
Turkey  8.1
Yugoslavia  5.6
EFTA countries  14.1
of which:
Switzerland  6.1
Austria  6.0
Others  17.0
of which:
United States  3.7
Taiwan  3.3
Total  100
Source: GATT Secretariat (based on EC statistics).C/RM/S/IOB
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Table V.12
European Conmunities (EC12) imports of textiles and clothing froa 
19 NFA restrained sources, 1984-88
(Million ECU)
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
Argentina 13 30 32 43 46
Brazil 365 367 264 284 323
China 963 1,130 1,229 1,593 1,845
Czechoslovakia 264 278 282 277 266
Hong Kong 2,354 2.188 2,307 2,563 2,819
Hungary 286 286 312 338 345
India 844 909 864 1,208 1,322
Indonesia 98 109 125 219 344
Korea 1.291 1,257 1,465 1,789 1,887
Macau 326 318 355 380 385
Malaysia 142 138 143 207 248
Pakistan 349 418 468 598 644
Peru 65 67 54 56 63
Phi 1ippines 160 151 156 228 265
Poland 240 271 300 335 371
Romania 420 453 424 420 409
Sri Lanka 90 94 111 142 162
Singapore 104 72 79 165 205
Thai land 295 367 424 543 683
Total 8,666 8,903 9,392 11,390 12,632
Note: Figures for 1988 do not include Portugal.
Source: UN Comtrade data base.C/RM/ S / lOB
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Table V.13
Employment in the EC steel industry, 1974-88
(Thousands and percentage change)
1974 1980 1982 1988 1988/74
EC 10 800 645 540 367 -54
B/L 87 63 57 39 -55
D 231 201 181 131 -43
I 94 101 94 61 -34 h
F 156 114 97 55 -64%
UK 198 133 82 55 -72
Source : OECD, The Iron and Steel Industry, 1980-88.C/RM/S/IOB
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Table V.14
Major features of EC steel industry, 1980-85 (EC9/EC10) and 1986-89 (EC12)
(Million tonnes and per cent)
Production 
(Million tonnes)
Capacity 
utilization 
(Per cent)
Imports Exports 
(Million tonnes)
1980 (EC9) 127.8 63 9.0 22.2
1981 126.1 63 6.6 23.5
1982 111.4 56 8.7 18.4
1983 109.5 56 8.5 18.9
1984 120.1 68 8.1 22.4
1985 120.7 70 8.6 25.2
1986 125.6 67 9.3 23.0
1987 126.0 66 8.8 23.7
1988 137.7 72 9.7 21.0
1989 139.8 • • •
Note: Production and capacity utilization refer to crude steel. Trade 
figures include all steel products under the ECSC Treaty. 
Comparable figures for total trade in steel in 1987: 10,561 
(imports) and 30,571 (exports) thousand tonnes.
Source: Eurostat, Iron and Steel Statistical Yearbook, 1985-89.C/RM/S/IOB
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Table V.15
Coal production and trade of EC member States, 1979-88
(Million tonnes of coal equivalents)
Production  Exports/Imports Exports/Imports
1979  1988  1979  1988
Germany 88.8 73.3 18.9 6.9 6.7 6.7
United Kingdom 99.0 86.0 1.9 2.9 1.4 8.8
Spain 8.5 11.4 0.0 3.3 0.1 5.9
Greece 3.0 6.3 0.0 0.5 0.1 1.0
Belgium 4.4 1.9 0.8 7.0 1.1 7.8
Note:  Total  coal  production  includes  hard  coal  and  brown  coal  (lignite).  Trade  figures 
refer to intra EC and external deliveries.
Source: International Energy Agency (1990), Energy Policies and Programmes of 
IEA countries; Government of the United Kingdom.C/RM/S/10B
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Table V.16
State aid and total support (PSE estimates) for coal production in EC 
member States v 1983-89
(ECU)
State aid for current production  PSE estimates
Total  Per tonne  Per tonne produced
1988 1989  1988 1989  1983  1988
(Million ECU) (ECU) (ECU) (ECU)
Belgium 202.6 159.5 76.6 84.6 26.4 80.6
Germany 1,975.3 24.9 28.8 68.1
Spain 367.0 390.9 19.9 21.6 14.5
France 249.8 174.6 20.2 15.2 ...
United Kingdom 21.0 23.5 0.2 0.2 22.1 16.5
Note: ... Not available.
PSE estimates of the IEA have been converted to ECU.
Source : EC Commission (1990), Nineteenth Report on Competition Policy;
International Energy Agency (1989), Energy Policies and Programmes 
of IEA countries.C/RM/S/IOB
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Table V.17
Supply and consumption of natural gas in the EC, 1978-89 
(Thousand teracalories)
Domestic
Production Exports Imports
Total
consumption
1978 1478.5 406.3 754.2 1803.8
1980 1459.3 487.6 928.5 1883.1
1982 1302.8 352.8 841.4 1768.8
1984 1363.2 351.8 955.0 1962.5
1986 1382.0 301.6 1008.1 2059.9
1988 1335.4 258.2 1067.1 2129.4
1989 1391.6 303.1 1169.2 2243.9
Note: Discrepancies between total consumption and the sum of domestic
production and net imports are due to stock changes and statistical 
differences.
Source: International Energy Agency (1990), Oil and Gas Information.C/RM/S/10B
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Table V.18
Production and trade of crude oil in the EC, 1978-88
(Million tonnes)
Domestic
production Exports Imports
Refinery
intake
1978 63.9 25.7 548.9 589.3
1980 89.9 42.2 502.5 543.7
1982 113.8 62.0 383.3 437.3
1984 138.5 79.4 353.7 415.4
1986 142.1 87.5 378.3 433.4
1988 132.7 74.6 383.5 443.3
1989 110.0 54.0 391.2 447.4
Note:  Discrepancies  between  intake  figures  and  the  sum  of  domestic  oil 
production  and  net  imports  are  due  to  direct  use,  stock  changes 
and statistical differences.
Source: International Energy Agency (1990), Oil and Gas Information.C/RM/S/10B
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Table V.19
European Communities (EC12 and EC10) 
external trade in road motor vehicles, 1984-88
(Million ECU)
Year Exports Imports
EC12 EC10 EC12 EC10
1984 29,924 31,807 10,230 13,095
1985 33,941 36,233 11,087 14,697
1986 33,101 36,573 13,545 16,989
1987 33,806 39,635 14,740 18,179
1988 32,764 39,032 16,288 19,945
Note: The definition of road motor vehicles is
based on the second revision of the standard 
international Trade Classification 
(SITC Rev. 2: 7810, 7821, 7822, 7831, 7832, 
7841, 7842, 7849 and 7851).
Source: UN Comtrade data base.European Conunities (EC5) production, exports, i^xirts and apparent consumption of road Motor vehicles, 1984-88
(Thousand units)
Table V.20
Passenger cars Trucks and buses Total
Year 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
European Communities Production 10028 10466 11037 11685 12179 1123 1300 1367 1449 1667 11152 11766 12404 13134 13846
(ECS) Exports 5171 5559 5592 5739 6038 512 609 610 622 657 5682 6168 6202 6361 6695
Imports 3826 4086 4352 4773 5124 357 421 470 518 590 4183 4507 4822 5291 5714
of which:
App.consum. 8683 8993 9797 10719 11265 968 1112 1227 1345 1600 9653 10105 11024 12064 12865
France Production 2713 2632 2773 3052 3224 349 384 422 441 475 3062 3016 3195 3493 3699
Exports 1530 1539 1551 1681 1833 146 161 181 171 202 1675 1700 1732 1852 2035
Imports 898 988 1001 1133 1130 124 172 176 200 221 1022 1160 1177 1333 1351
App.consum. 2081 2081 2223 2504 2521 327 395 417 470 494 2409 2476 2640 2974 3015
Germany Production 3790 4167 4311 4374 4346 255 279 286 260 279 4046 4446 4597 4634 4625
Exports 2233 2568 2520 2451 2507 156 178 173 156 170 2389 2746 2693 2607 2677
Imports 1091 1084 1312 1365 1286 50 56 65 71 91 1141 1140 1377 1436 1377
App.consum. 2648 2683 3103 3288 3125 149 157 178 175 200 2798 2840 3281 3463 3325
Italy Production 1439 1389 1652 1713 1884 162 184 179 199 227 1601 1573 1831 1912 2111
Exports 481 450 603 641 686 103 116 115 125 141 584 566 718 766 827
Imports 758 869 827 979 1002 72 76 89 99 78 830 945 916 1078 1080
App.consum. 1716 1808 1876 2051 2200 131 144 153 173 164 1847 1952 2029 2224 2364
Spain Production 1177 1230 1282 1403 1498 132 188 251 302 368 1309 1418 1533 1705 1866
Exports 708 762 717 721 751 30 102 97 115 73 738 864 814 836 824
Imports 51 73 140 249 349 7 11 18 39 55 58 84 158 288 404
App.consum. 520 541 705 931 1096 109 97 172 226 350 629 638 877 1157 1446
United Kingdom Production 909 1048 1019 1143 1227 225 265 229 247 318 1134 1313 1248 1390 1545
Exports 219 240 201 245 261 77 52 44 55 71 296 292 245 300 332
Imports 1028 1072 1072 1047 1357 104 106 122 109 145 1132 1178 1194 1156 1502
App.consum. 1718 1880 1890 1945 2323 252 319 307 301 392 1970 2199 2197 2246 2715
Note: Apparent consumption refers to production less exports plus imports.
Source: MVMA (1990), World Motor Vehicle Data; Chambre Syndicale des contructeurs d'automobiles (1988), Statistiques Automobiles; ANFIA (1989), Automobille 
in cifre; VDA (1989), Das Auto International in Zahlen; EUROSTAT and GATT International Trade.
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Table V.21
European Communities imports of road motor vehicles 
from Japan, 1984-88
(Million ECU, thousand units)
Year Value Quantity
EC12 EC 10 EC12 EC 10
1984 4676 4560 964 946
1985 4914 4768 1015 993
1986 6665 6560 1104 1075
1987 6714 6581 1173 1132
1988 7346 7147 1213 1175
Note: The definition of road motor vehicles is based 
on SITC Rev.2 (7810, 7821, 7822, 7831, 7832, 
7841, 7842, 7849 and 7851).
Source: UN Comtrade data base; MVMA (1990), World Motor 
Vehicle Data.C/RM/S/lOB
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Table V.22
Employment and turnover in the EC aerospace industry, 1981-88
(Thousand employees, billion ECU and per cent)
Employment Turnover
Overall Consolidated Civil
at EC level Destination
(Thousand) (Billion ECU) (Billion ECU) (Per cent)
1981 500 25.4 16.7 29.8
1985 481 35.5 24.7 33.4
1986 488 39.9 27.5 36.8
1987 492 41.7 29.3 35.0
1988 502 46.1 32.4 35.0
Note:  Aerospace products include airframes (planes, helicopters,
gliders, etc.)» engines and equipment. Consolidated turnover 
figures are net of intra-EC transactions of parts and 
components.
Source : EC Commission (1990), The European Aerospace Industry, Trading 
Position and Figures; EC Commission (1990), A Competitive 
European Aeronautical Industry.C/RM/S/lOB
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Table V.23
Aerospace trade of the EC (civil trade), 1981-88
(Billion ECU)
Exports Imports
1981 2.8 4.3
1985 6.9 6.1
1986 6.2 6.2
1987 6.0 6.0
1988 10.8 10.2
Note:  Trade in 1981 and 1985 refers to EC 10.
Source:  EC Commission.C/RM/S/IOB
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Table V.24
Production of merchant ships in EC Baber States, 1975-88
(Thousands of gross tonnage and per cent of world production)
1975-79
average
1980-84
average
1985 1986 1987 1988
Germany 1450 602 562 515 341 521
Denmark 664 386 458 362 243 377
Spain 1236 517 551 167 325 162
Italy 571 245 88 34 313 145
France 1018 337 200 159 167 72
United Kingdom 1103 403 172 99 194 60
Netherlands 499 179 180 151 59 59
Belgium 192 179 133 91 14 55
Portugal 139 70 41 66 12 11
Greece 72 36 38 21 4 5
EC 6943 2954 2422 1665 1673 1466
Memorandum:
Total world production 25628 15735 18157 16845 12259 10909
EC as per cent of world production 26.7 18.7 13.3 9.9 13.6 13.4
Source: Lloyd's Register of Shipping.Table ¥.25  a
Direct and Indirect sabsldles for sklpballders In EC aeatoer States
Production aid Investment aid Aid for research 
and developaent
Equity participation, 
debt write-offs
Export Financing Financial support to 
doaestic shipowners
Others
D e n mar It
France
Germany
Since  1977  aid  froa 
10  to  20  per  cent  of 
contract  value.  In 
1988,  28  per  cent  of 
contract  value 
(20  per  cent  for 
ships  costing  less 
than ECU 6 allllon).
Froa 1979 to 1981 
(payaents until 
1983) financial 
support for new 
orders up to 
20 per cent of 
contract value froa 
federal Governaent 
and Linder: froa
1981  to 1985 up to 
6 per cent (support 
froa coastal 
Under). Since 
aid-1987
"competition  aid”  up 
to  16.7  per  cent  of 
contract value,
6rants for 
conversion of 
shipyards to 
non-shlpbu1Idlng 
activities:
20 per cent until 
1977; 25 per cent 
since then; credit 
facilities.
Froa 1969 to 1974 
special credits at 
reduced Interest 
rates for 
productivity- 
enhancing
Investments. Grants 
for investaents for 
rationalizations and 
modernization (up to 
30 per cent), and 
for conversion 
(aaxlaua regional 
aid rate plus 5 
percentage points). 
Grants to yards 1n 
Haaburg for
little.
Until 1988, a 
prograaae for the 
developaent of 
vessels with the 
aost advance 
propulsion and 
control techniques 
(DKr 25 alllion froa 
the Ministry of 
Industry).
Within a range of 30 
to 50 per cent of 
R10 costs.
Project-related 
support froa the 
Federal Ministry of 
Research and 
Technology (BHFT) up 
to 50 per cent of
costs.
Until 1983 proaotlon 
of aergers of 
shipyards: froa 
1984 to 1Ô86 debt 
write-offs.
Equity participation 
of the Land of 
Schleswig-Holstein 
1n a large shipyard 
(HOW):
relInquishaent of 
dividends: froa 
1975 to 1987 capital 
Infusions; In 1983 
financial support to 
aerglng shipyards 
froa tne Land of 
Breaen; support 
froa
Schleswig-Holstein 
to  other  shipyards 
(Harastorf-Gruppe).
Since 1969 according 
to OECD-Consensus; 
refinancing of the 
ship credit fund by 
the Central Bank; 
since 1986 Index 
Loan Agreement: 
Indexation of 
outstanding debt 
by the annual 
Inflation rate, but 
no aore than
1.5  per cent or
3  per cent.
Credit facilities 
according to OECD - 
Consensus.
Support prograaaes 
for shipyards 
(•Werfthllfepro- 
graaa") since 1961. 
Exports credits In 
the fora of Indirect 
production aid for 
doaestic and foreign 
ship-owners 
according to 
OECD-Consensus; 
subsidies as 
developaent 
assistance 
(OECD-Consensus).
1987/86 Increased 
depredation rates 
(50 per cent) for 
investaents in new 
ships.
Credit facilities 
for 80 per cent of 
contract price 
(duration 14 years,
4  years  grace 
period)  with 
interest rates at
2.5  or 4 per cent 
and Indexation of
Outstanding debt 
see export 
financing); these 
facilities will be 
progressively 
reduced and replaced 
with loans on OECD. 
Export Credit teras 
(between 1988 and 
1992).
State guarantees 
free of charge to 
cover second 
mortgage level 
(30 per cent for 
saall cargo 
vessels).
Financial aid 
equivalent to export 
financing;
Investaent  aid  for 
new  constructions 
and  conversions  on 
French  shipyards  (up 
to 15 per cent).
Froa 1974 to 
aid-1987 equivalent 
to export financing; 
until aid-1987 
production aid of
12.5  per cent with 
de facto 11a1tat1on 
to doaestic orders 
(•Reederhllfe*). 
1977/78 and 1962 
additional grants of 
5 per cent; special 
grants froa the 
coastal Linder.
Until 1977 duty 
repayaent at a flat 
rate of 4.5 per cent 
of production price.
Guarantees for 
shipbuilding 
contracts are 
provided If the 
Board of the 
beneficiary yard has 
irrevocable decided 
to close the yard.
Insurance (COFACE) 
against cost 
Increases; In 
the case of 
flxed-price orders 
coverage of cost 
Increases beyond a 
certain threshold 
(since 1982 -
6.5  per cent). 
Closure aid.
Credit  Guarantees  of 
80  to  100  per  cent 
for  second  mortgages 
(froa  the  coastal 
Linder).  Support 
for  closures  of  up 
to  50  per  cent  of 
costs.
“TCTÏÏt'Ty
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2Production aid Investment aid Aid  for  research 
and development
since January 1990 
up to 12.3 per cent 
(to aatch aided 
competition from 
other aeaber States 
and third 
countries).
diversification 
activities (up to 
50 per cent of costs 
related to RID 
investments, up to 
30 per cent for the 
purchase of knowhow: 
up to 20 per cent of 
Investment costs 
related to 
Industrial 
appl Icatlon).
Since 1980 direct 
subsidies between 11 
and 30 per cent 
dependent on 
location and »1ze of 
shipyards; aid 
equal to the maximum 
celling established 
annually by the 
Commission.
From 1973 to 1976 
10 per cent 
Investment grant; 
fro* 1977 to 
•Id-1984 Interest 
subsidy of
5  per cent: since 
then Investment 
grants between 20 
and 30 per cent. 
Loans for 
modernization 
without Increasing 
capacity
(40 per cent of the 
investment) and for 
conversion to new 
activities 
(50 per cent:
70 per cent In the 
Mezzogiorno).
Applied research: 
Cost contributions
{o prototypes 
50 per cent at 
most). Research 
programmes for ship 
design and ship 
propulsion 
(government funding 
or up to 
90 per cent).
Equity participation. Export Financing  Financial support to Others
debt write-offs  domestic shipowners
Debt write-offs In 
the case of 
State-owned 
shipyards
(F1ncantVer1 group).
Interest subsidies 
(until 1978 Halted 
to 2 per cent): 
credits according to 
OECO-Consensus.
Interest-free loans 
(0.7 per cent of 
purchase price plus 
linear book value) 
reimbursable six 
years after payaent 
of the last 
Instalment of the 
loan; for purchases 
before
1 January 1988 
possibility of 
reatsslon (up to 
30 per cent) 1n case 
of new buildings or 
conversions. Tax 
concessions: 
special depreciation 
systea. Deduction 
ot losses 1n taxable 
Income of up to 
150 per cent of the 
owner's deposit.
Until 1977
equivalent  to  export 
financing,  from  1978 
to  1982  credits 
covering  70  per  cent 
of the construction
rrlce with
0 per cent Interest 
subsidies. Since
1982  half-annual 
payment of subsidies 
bridging the 
difference between 
the grant equivalent 
of loans on OECD 
teras and the 
Italian aarket rate 
(If the vessel Is 
flying the Italian 
flag the reference 
rate will be 
Increased by two 
points).Tibie ¥o?.5 gcMt'tf)
Production aid Investment aid Aid  for  research 
and development
Equity  participation, 
debt write-offs
Export Financing Financial  support  to 
domestic shipowners
Others
father lands
Spain
United Kingdom
From 1977 to 1979, 
debt write-offs in 
the form of grants 
or non-1nteresfc 
credits (matching 
75 per cent of 
losses from non-cost 
covering orders); 
since 1980 ceilings 
for individual 
shipyards (at a 
decreasing level 
until 1986). Until 
year-end 1990, 
grants within a 
range of 10 to 
19 per cent.
Operating premiums 
of 14 to 23 per cent 
of basic value 
(1988); 20 per cent 
for ship conversion. 
Additional special 
premiums of up to 
5 per cent for 
shipyards undergoing 
a restructuring 
programme.
Subsidies to match 
price differences 
with overseas yards 
('Shipbuilding 
Intervention Fund"), 
Intensity of support 
according to the 
cel-Hng set by the 
Commission.
1978/79
restructuring
grants.
Restructuring aid 
out of a Government 
fund.
Until 1975 
investment grants 
and credit 
facilities.
Small subsidies for 
private research 
institutes
Since  1986  at  a  flat 
rate  of  0.5  per  cent 
of production price.
Until  1982  public 
research,  since  then 
subsidies  for  a 
private  Institute 
(grants  of  up  to 
100  per  cent  for 
specific  research 
projects).
Increases 1n equity 
capital and debt 
write-offs for the 
largely
government-owned 
shipyards. Loss 
coverage of ECU 812 
Million for 1987-90.
Following the 
nationalization of 
Harland & Wolff 
(1975) and British 
Shipbuilders (1977) 
annual debt 
write-offs by 
6overnment.
Interest subsidies 
credits according to
?ECD-Consensus 
limited to 
2 per cent); since 
1985 no more support 
because domestic 
Interest levels are 
below OECO 
conditions.
Until 1979 and since 
1984 according to 
OECD-Consensus; in 
the meantime more 
favourab1e 
conditions.
Credit facilities at 
Interest rates of 
7.5 per cent over 8^ 
years (covering 
BO per cent of ship 
costs).
Investment aid (tax 
benefits) over 
5 years 
respectively:
1976-81 •
1.1 per cent 
1982-86 ■
2.3 per cent; after 
mtd-1987 -
5.0 per cent; since 
January 1989 - 
2.5 per cent.
Loans  with  Interest 
rates  of  8  per  cent 
over  12-14  years 
(new  buildings)  or  8 
years  (conversion); 
grace  period  of  up 
to  2  years:  credit 
coverage  of  up  to  85 
per  cent  of  basic 
value or 75 per cent
?r works value 
conversions).
Home Shipbuilding 
Credit fiuarantee 
Scheme (equivalent 
to export 
financing). 
Investment grants of 
up to 25 per cent 
and credit 
facilities for 
fishing vessels; 
full depreciation 
within one year.
Duty repayments at a 
flat rate of 
4.5 per cent 
(including exports 
which already 
incorporate duty 
free Imported 
Inputs); until 1985 
refunds of Indirect 
taxes; coverage of 
adjustment costs and 
social security 
allowances 1n the 
case of closures.
1979/80 Insurance of 
f1xed-pr1ce 
contracts against 
cost Increases; 
closure aids 
(assistance for 
workers) until 
September 1989; 
compensation 
(2 per cent of 
contract value) for 
Indirect taxes 
("Shipbuilders 
Relief").
In most cases, the table reflects the situation in mld-1988.
Ssurce;  SATT  Secretariat  based  on  Manfred  Wellepp  (1989),  Subventlonlerung  1m  Weltschiffbau.  HWWA-Inst1tut,  Hamburg  and  EC  Commission  (1989),  Commission  Report  to  the  Council  and 
the European Parliament on the Implementation 1987-19M oY  ’1 the i^xth CouncfV birectlve on Aid to Shipbuilding.
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Table VI.1
List of GATT Article XXII! complaints against the EC and aeaber States, 1960-90
Description of case Complainant Results Adoption of 
Panel Report
Reference
5.
1961
Import restrictions on 
primary products
1962
Uruguay 
(against 15 
countries, 
including 
B.F,D.I,NL)
Restrictions on imports United States 
which were subject to (against F) 
EEC tariff concessions
1963
Action under Article 
XXVIII (negotiations 
on poultry)
1969
Administrative and 
statistical fees
1972
Compensatory taxes on 
imports in excess of 
bound duties
United States
United States 
(against I)
United States
1973
6.-8. Income tax practices 
(export subsidies) of 
France 
Belgium 
Netherlands
United States
10.
1974
Article XXIV.-6 
negotiations with 
the EEC
1976
Minimum import prices, 
licences and surety 
deposits for certain 
processed fruits and 
vegetables
Canada
Panel; Recommendation to 
remove certain impairing or 
nullifying measures (B,F,D,I).
Contracting Parties: 
Recommendation to abolish 
quotas which were found to 
violate Article XI. Final 
settlement reached in 
September 1972.
Panel: Advisory opinion on 
trade volumes affected by 
unbinding of tariffs. 
(Following a joint request 
of the EC and the USA).
During the Counci 1 discussion 
in December the USA 
reserved its right to revert 
to the matter; no further 
action.
EEC informed the 'Council in 
September 1972 of the 
abolition of the compensatory 
amounts on a large number of 
items. USA agreed to defer 
further action.
Panels; Prima facie case of 
nullification or impairments 
of benefits under Article 
XXI11:1. Council agreed on 
an "understanding" concerning 
Article XVI:4 of the GATT when 
adopting the reports.
16 November 1962
14 November 1962
Panel was set up, but never 
met. Parties reached 
agreement in March 1975.
L/1647,1662 
BISO,11S/95, 
96
BISD,13S/35,
45
BISO.US/55, 
94, L/3744 
C/M/80,81.83
21 November 1962 
(date of Panel 
report)
L/2088
BISD.12S/65
7/8 December 1981
United States Panel: Minimum Import prices 18 October 1978 
and associated security system 
in violation of Article XI.
L/3279
C/M/59
L/3715 
& Add.l 
C/M/80
L/3860
BISD.23S/114
BISD.23S/127
BIS0.23S/137
BISD.28S/114
C/M/87,89,
110,112,117,
119,120,122-
124,145,146,
148,149,151-
154
L/4107 
C/M/101,102, 
105
C/W/250,251
C/M/113,114,
115,117,
124,128
BISD.25S/68
(cont'd)C/RM/S/IOB
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Table VI.l (cont'd)
Description of case Complainant Results Adoption  of 
Panel Report
Reference
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
Import deposit for 
animal feed proteins
1977
Export refunds on 
malted barley
1978
Refunds  on  sugar 
exports
Refunds  on  sugar 
exports
Imports of poultry
United States
Chile
Australia
Braz i 1
1979
Import  restrictions  on  Chile 
apples
1980
Import quota on beef Canada
Panel  :  Various measures in 
violation of Article III.
Counci 1 and good offices of 
the Director General; matter 
not pursued by Chile 
(November 1977).
Panel: Threat of prejudice 
in terms of Article XVI. 
Possibilities of limiting 
export subsidization was 
subsequently discussed in two 
working parties.
See above.
Panel : Measures not in 
conformity with obligations 
under Article XIII.
Pane 1 : Measures 
inconsistent with Articles 
I and II.
United  States  Panel  report  indicates  that 
complaint  was  withdrawn  in 
May 1981 (L/5149).
1981
Production  subsidies  Australia 
on canned fruit
Australia intervened in the 
subsequent Pane1 proceed i ng 
initiated by the United 
States (see 20).
14 March 1978
6 November 1979
C/M/113,115,
116,119,124
BISD.25S/49
C/M/116,123, 
125
L/4701
BISD.26S/290
BISD.28S/80
BIS0.29S/82
L/5113,5121
5175,5185,
5186,5294
C/M/128-130,
132.135.138, 
139,143,144, 
146,148-150
L/4722
BI SO,2 7S/69
BISD,28S/80
BISD.29S/82
C/M/130,132,
135.138.139, 
143,144,146, 
148-150
10 November 1980 1/4805,4807, 
4816
BISD,27S/98
C/M/134,135,
138,144
10 November 1980
10 March 1981 L/4987
BISD,28S/92
C/M/139,141,
143,146
L/5033
L/5040
L/5149
BISD.28S/90
C/M/143,145,
148
L/5167,5224 
C/M/148,149
(cont'd)C/RM/S/IOB
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Table VI.l (contVd)
Description of case Complainant Results Adoption  of 
Panel Report
Reference
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
Quantitative 
restrictions against 
imports from 
Hong Kong
1982
Production aids on 
canned peaches, canned 
pears, canned fruit 
cocktail and 
dried grapes
EC sugar régime
UK on behalf 
of Hong Kong
Tariff treatment of 
citrus imports from 
certain Mediterranean 
countries
Import restrictions on 
video tape recorders
1984
Import quota on 
newsprint
Operation of the EC 
beef and veal régime
1985
Import ban on skins of 
certain seal pups 
and related products
1987
EC enlargement
Panel : Infringement of 
obligations under Article XI. 
Removal of quantitative 
restrictions on 3 products 
(November 1983), invocation 
of Article XIX (quartz 
watches, 1984). Announcement 
of additional liberalizing 
measures (November 1984).
United States Panel: Nullification or
12 July 1983
Argentina, 
Australia, 
Brazil, 
Colombia,
Cuba,
Dominican Rep., 
India 
Nicaragua 
Peru
Phi 1ippines 
United States
Japan
Canada
Australia
Canada
Argentina
impairment of benefits 
accruing under Article II.
Article XXIII:! consultations; 
Council took note of 
statement that complainants 
reserve their rights under 
GATT.
Not adopted. 
Parties agreed 
on a settlement 
of the dispute
Panel: EC tariff preferences 
on fresh oranges and fresh 
lemons had impaired benefits 
accruing under Article 1:1 
in the sense of Article 
XXI11:1(b). No judgement on 
the conformity of the EC 
agreements with Article XXIV.
Article XXIII:! consultations; 
bilateral agreement.
Panel : Inconsistent with 
Article II.
Article  XXII1:1  consultations; 
matter not pursued.
Article  XXIII:!  consultations: 
matter not pursued.
Request for Panel not pursued 
following bilateral consultations 
(Council July 1987).
L/5362
C/M/154,161, 
165,170,171, 
173,
BISO,30S/129 
C/M/173,174, 
178
SR.40/2, p.7
L/5306 
C/M/156,159, 
186-188,190- 
192,194,195 
L/57 78
L/5309 & Add. 
C/M/161
Not adopted. 
Parties agreed 
on a settlement 
of the dispute
L/5337 
L/5339 
C/M/l59-162, 
167,168,170, 
186,190 
L/5776
L/542 7 
C/M/162
20  November  1984  L/5589,5628 
C/M/176,183 
BISD.31S/114
L/5715
C/M/183
L/5940
L/6201 
C/M/212,213
(cont'd)C/RM/S/IOB
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Table VI.l (confd)
Description of case Complainant Results Adoption  of 
Panel Report
Reference
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
Third country meat 
directive
Implementation of the 
harmonized system
1988
Prohibition on imports 
of almonds (Greece)
Subsidies  for 
processors  and 
producers of oilseeds
United  States 
Argentina
United  States 
United States
Import  restrictions 
on apples
Import  licences  for 
dessert apples
New  Zealand 
Chile
34. Import restrictions 
on apples
35. Regulation on imports 
of parts and 
components
Japan
1989
36. Export restrictions 
on copper scrap
United States
Request for Panel.
Article XXIII:! consultations.
Request  for  panel  not  pursued 
subsequent to the abolition of 
restrictions on 29 April 1988
Panel: Inconsistent with 
Article III; nullification or 
impairment of benefits accruing 
under Article II; recommenda­
tion to afford the EC a 
reasonable opportunity to 
adjust its regulations.
EC announced that it would 
engage in the process for 
complying with the Panel 
recommendations in the context 
of the implementation of the 
results of the Uruguay Round.
Request for Panel.
Panel: Measures are 
inconsistent with Articles 
XI:1, X and XIII.
25 January 1990
United States see above.
Panel : EC measures (anti­
dumping duties/price under­
takings on assembled products) 
are inconsistent with Article 
111:2/111:4 and not justified 
by Article XX(d).
EC stated that it would examine 
changes only when the Uruguay 
Round had led to satisfactory 
results which would enable 
contracting parties to combat 
the circumvention of anti­
dumping duties.
Panel was set up, but 
satisfactory solution was 
reached in bilateral 
consultations (February 1990).
22 June 1989
see above
16 May 1990
C/M/213,215,
233
C/M/215
L/6327 
C/M/218,220
L/6328 
C/M/220,222, 
224,238 
L/662 7,6636, 
6638
L/6336,6357
L/6329,6336,
6337,6339,
6491
C/M/134,135 
138.144,207,
218.220.232, 
234
L/6371,6513
C/M/223,224,
226.234
L/6381,6387, 
6410
C/M/207,220,
224.226.232, 
240.241 
L/6657,6676
L/6518 
C/M/234,235, 
239
DS 5/1 
DS 5/ft
(cont'd)C/RM/S/IOB
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Table VI.l (cont'd)
Description of case3 Complainant Results Adoption of 
Panel Report
Reference
37. Subsidies  for 
producers  and 
processors of oilseeds
1990
Canada Request for Article XXI11:1 
consultations.
DS 3/1
38. Exports of Canadian 
grains
Canada Article  XXIII:1 
consultations: 
recourse to arbitration.
Arbitratier’s 
award trans­
mitted to the 
parties on 
16 October 1990
DS 12/1-3
39. Restrictions and 
charges on imports of 
ovine meat
Chile Article XXI11:1 
consultations.
OS 15/1
40. Restrictions on imports 
of pork and beef under 
the Third Country Meat 
Directive
United States Request for Article XX111:1 
consultations.
DS/20/1
C/M/246
Note: The table contains complaints under both Article XXIII:1 (consultations among parties concerned) and 
Article XX111:2 (normally recourse to panels). Since GATT contracting parties are obliged to notify 
requests for Article XXIII:1 consultations only as of 1 Hay 1989, the list may not be complete. 
Complaints against individual member States prior to their accession to the EC are not included.
In one case (No. 3) a Panel was established to render an advisory opinion subsequent to a joint 
request of the EC and the United States.
Source: GATT Secretariat.C/RM/S/10B
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Table VI.2
Article XXIII complaints by the EC against other contracting parties, 1960-90
Contracting party/ 
description of case
Results Adoption of
Panel Report
Reference
1973
1. United States - Tax 
legislation (DISC)
1976
Panel: Prima facie case of 12 November 1986 
nullification or impairment of 
benefits under Article XX111:1.
Council agreed on an 
"understanding" concerning 
Article XVI:4 when adopting the 
Report (C/M/154). Legislation 
was amended in 1984.
Follow-up of DISC
L/3851
BISD.23S/98
BISD.28S/114
C/M/87,89,110,
112,117,119,120,
122,123,124,149,
151-154,159,161,
165,166,168,170,
171,180
L/5716
C/M/183
2. Canada -Withdrawal 
of tariff concessions 
under Article XXVI11:3
Panel: Canada was entitled 17 May 1978 
to proceed to a withdrawal of 
concessions.
L/4432
C/M/117,119,125- 
128, BISD.25S/42
1981
3. United States - Import 
duty on vitamin B12, 
feed-grade quality
Panel: No infrinqement of 1 October 1982 
GATT provisions.
L/5129,5157 
BISD.29S/110 
C/M/148-150.159- 
161, 166
1982
4.  Finland  -  Internal 
regulation  having  an 
effect  on  imports  of 
parts of footwear
Panel established, but matter 
not pursued by the EC.
L/5369.L/5394, 
C/M/161,162
5. Switzerland - Imports 
of table grapes
Article XXI11:1 consultations: 
matter not pursued.
L/5371
6. United States - 
'Manufacturing 
clause' in copyright 
legislation
Panel: Import restrictions 15/16 May 1984 
inconsistent with Article XI.
L/5467,
C/M/160,167,170,
BISD.31S/74
(cont’d)Table VI.2 (cont'd)
C/RM/S/lOB
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Contracting  party/ 
description of case
Results Adoption  of 
Panel Report
Reference
1983
Japan - Nullification 
and impairment of 
benefits; impediment 
to the attainment of 
GATT objectives
United States - 
Re-classification 
of machine-threshed 
tobacco
Article  XXI11:1  consultations; 
request for working party not 
pursued.
Article  XXIII:!  consultations; 
matter not pursued.
L/5479,
C/M/167
L/5541
1984
9.  Chile - Import measures 
on certain dairy 
products
10.  United States - Import 
ban on steel pipes 
and tubes from the EC
1985
11.  Canada - Import, 
distribution and sale 
of alcoholic drinks by 
provincial agencies
1986
12.  Japan - Customs duties, 
taxes and labelling 
practices on imported 
wines and alcohol 
beverages
1987
Article XXI11:1 consultations; L/5563 
matter not pursued.
Counci 1 took note of the conclusion 
of a bilateral arrangement in 
January 1985.
Panel : Measures in 
contravention of GATT 
obligations under 
Articles II, XI and XXIV:12.
Panel: Taxes on certain 
imported alcoholic beverages 
not in conformity with 
Article 111:2.
22 March 1988
L/5747/Add.2, 
C/M/184,  185, 
L/5773
L/57 77,6304, 
C/M/186,195, 
217,218,227
10 November 1987 L/6078,6216, 
6465,C/M/204- 
206.215.217. 
218,228, 
BISD.34S/83
13. United States - Tax on 
petroleum and certain 
imported substances 
("Superfund")
Panel : Import tax on 
petroleum inconsistent with 
Article III :2; EC and 
Canada sought withdrawal of 
concession under 
Article XXIII:2 in 1989.
17 June 1987 L/6114,6121,
6123.6175.
C/M/202.206,
211.213.217.
218,220.222-
224,226-228,
231,232.234,
235,
C/W/540 and 
Add.l.
SR.45/2 
BIS0.34S/136
(cont'd)C/RM/S/10B
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Table VI.2 (cont'd)
Contracting party/ 
description of case
Results Adoption of
Panel Report
Reference
14.  United  States  Customs 
user fee
Panel: Merchandise orocessina 2 February 1988
fee inconsistent with
obligations under
Articles 11s2(c) and
VI11:1(a)
L/6130,6264 
6131,
C/M/207,208,
217
15.  Japan  -  Agreement 
regarding  trade  in 
semi-conductors
Panel: Export restrictions 4 Mav 1988
on goods below a certain price
level are inconsistent with
Article XI:1. Measures to
improve market access were not
found to be discriminatory.
L/6129,6309,
C/M/202.207-
209,211,219.
220,226-228,
230,234
16. United States - Tax Article XXII1:1 consultations: L/6153,
reform to small 
passenger aircraft
request for a Panel not pursued 
(measures lapsed without renewal)
C/M/208,209
17.  United  States  -  Section 
337 of the Tariff Act 
of 1930
Panel: Measures inconsistent 7 November 1989 
with Article 111:4.
L/6160,6439,
6487,6500,
6529,
C/M/213,215, 
228,230-237, 
SR.45/2
18.  Japan  -  Copper  trading 
practices
Conciliation bv Good offices 
Director-General report bv 
following a joint request Personal 
by the EC and Japan. Representative
of Director- 
General , 
January 1989.
SR.43/4,
L/5286,5627, 
6456,
C/M/223,229
1988
19. United States - Import 
restrictions on 
agricultural products 
under the 1955 Waiver
Panel: Fees on refined suoar Report not vet
are not in violation of GATT adopted.
obligations; import
restrictions on sugar-
containing products are
inconsistent with
Article XI :1, but conform to
the Waiver.
L/6393,6631, 
C/M/224,226- 
228,230,232, 
234,239-241, 
243
20. United States - Increase 
in duties on certain 
products from the EC
EC request for Council ruling 
and establishment of a Panel; 
no agreement thus far.
L/6438,6469,
C/M/228-232,
234,235
(cont'd)C/RM/S/lOB
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Table VI.2 (cont'd)
Contracting party/ 
description of case
Results Adoption of 
Panel Report
Reference
1989
21. United States - 
Determination under 
Sections 304 and 305 of 
the Trade Act of 1974 in 
respect of the EC 
subsidies for oilseeds
Article XXI11:1 consultations DS 2/1
22. Chile - Internal taxes 
on spirits
Article XXIII : 1consultations DS 9/1
23. Indonesia - Export 
restrictions on rattan
Article XXII I : 1 consultations Not notified
Note: The list contains complaints under both Article XX111:1 (consultations among parties 
concerned) and Article XXI11:2 (normally recourse to panels). Since GATT 
contracting parties are obliged to notify requests for Article XXII1:1 consultations 
only as of 1 May 1989, the list may not be complete.
Source: GATT Secretariat.Table VI.3
Article XXIII complaints against the EC or individual member States, 
1960-90
(Number of complaints)
C/RM/S/10B
Page 9A
Complainant 1960-69 1970-79 1980-89 1990 Total
United States 3 6 8 1 18
Canada 1 A 1 6
Australia 1 2 3
Chile 2 1 1 4
Japan 2 2
Argentina 2 2
Brazil 1
Hong Kong 1 1
New Zealand 1 1
Uruguay 1 1
a 10 contracting parties 1 1
Total 4 11 22 3 A0
a Complaint was jointly raised by Argentina, Australia, Brazil,
Colombia, Cuba, Dominican Republic, India, Nicaragua, Peru, and 
Philippines.
Source: GATT Secretariat.C/RM/S/lOB
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Table VI.4
Article XXIII complaints by the EC against other contracting parties, 
1960-90
(Number of complaints)
Complainant 1960-69 1970-79 1980-89 1990 Total
United States 1 11 12
Japan 4 4
Canada 1 1 2
Chile 2 2
Finland 1 1
Indonesia 1 1
Switzerland 1 1
Total 0 2 21 0 23
Source: GATT Secretariat.C/RM/S/IOB
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Table VI.5
Complaints under the Tokyo Round Agreements involving the EC, 1980-90
Description of case Complaint
by/against
Request for Action taken Reference
(a) Aqreement on Interpretation and Application of Articles VI. XVI and XXIII of the General Aareement
(i) Complaints against the EC
1. EC subsidies on 
export of wheat flour
United States Conciliation 
under Article 17 
(1981)
Discussion in Subsidies 
Committee (December 1981) 
and establishment of 
Panel.
Panel report (March 1983) 
not yet adopted.
SCM/Spec/6
SCM/M/Spec/1
SCM/42
SCM/M/14,18,
31,32,34
SCM/M/Spec/9,20
2. EC subdidies on 
export of pasta
United States Conci 1iation 
under Art.13.1 
(1982)
Discussion  in  Subsidies 
Committee  (March/April 
1982)  and  establishment 
of Panel.
Panel report not yet 
adopted.
SCM/Spec/11
SCM/Spec/2-5
SCM/43
SCM/M/18,31,
32,34,43,44
3. EC subsidies on 
export of sugar
United States Conci 1iation 
under Art. 13:2 
(1982)
Discussion in Subsidies 
Committee (11 April 1990).
SCM/Spec/14
SCM/M/Spec/6
4. EC and Brazilian 
subsidies on the 
export and production 
of poultry
United States Conci 1iation 
under Art. 17:1 
(1983)
Discussion in Subsidies 
Committee (18 Nov. 1983).
SCM/Spec/19
SCM/M/Spec/9
5. EC approval of a 
German export subsidy 
(Deutsche Airbus)
United States Consultations 
under Art. 12:1 
and conciliation 
under Art. 17:1 
(1989)
Discussion in Subsidies 
Committee (11 April 1990) 
and in Civil Aircraft 
Committee (see case 19).
SCM/92,97
SCM/M/45
(Ü) Complaints by the EC
6. US subsidies on the 
export of wheat flour
United States Conci 1iation 
under Art. 17
Discussion in Subsidies 
Committee (May 1983) 
and establishment of 
Panel; matter not pursued.
SCM/Spec/18
SCM/M/Spec/8
7. Definition of industry 
concerning wine and 
grape products in the 
US Trade and Tariff Act 
of 1984
United States Conciliation 
under Art. 17:1
Panel report (March 1986) 
not yet adopted. 
Subsequent discussions 
in Subsidies Committee.
SCM/M/22
SCM/60
SCM/71
SCM/31,32,34.
8.
9.
Canadian countervailing 
duty investigation into 
imports of boneless 
manufacturing beef
Canadian countervailing 
duty action concerning 
pasta products from 
the EC
Canada
Canada
Conciliation 
under Art. 17 
(1986)
Conciliation 
under Art. 17:1 
(1986)
Discussions  in  Subsidies 
Committee  and  establish­
ment of Panel.
Panel report (Oct. 1987) 
not yet adopted.
SCM/75
SCM/77
SCM/M/32,
35-38,42
SCM/85
SCM/39
SCM/78
(cont'd)C/RM/S/IOB
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Table VI.5 (confd)
Description of case Complaint
by/against
Request for Action taken Reference
(b) Agreement on the Implementation of Article VI
(i) Complaints against the EC
10. EC modification to 
anti-dumping 
regulations
Japan Consultations 
under Art. 15:2 
(July 1988) 
and conciliation 
under Art. 15:3 
(October 1988)
Panel under Art.XXI11:2 
of the GATT (see 
Table VI.l).
L/6381
ADP/M/24
ADP/39
11. EC anti-dumping duties 
on Imports of video 
cassettes from Hong Kong
Hong Kong Consultations 
under Art. 15:2 
(June 1989)
ADP/44
(Ü) Complaints by the EC
12. Canadian anti-dumping 
action on electric 
generators from the EC
Canada Conci1lation 
under Art. 15:3
Discussions 1n Anti- 
Dump ing Committee 
(Nov. 1983/March 1984).
ADP/16
ADP/M/11
ADP/M/Spec/1
(c) Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade
(1) Complaints against the EC
13. EC Animal Hormone 
Directive
United States Dispute settle­
ment procedures 
under Art. 14:4 
(March 1987)
Discussions in TBT 
Committee (June/July/ 
September 1987). US 
retaliatory action as 
from January 1989.
TBT/Spec/18,19
TBT/M/24
TBT/M/Spec/6-8
(Ü) Complaints by the EC
14. Spanish homologation 
requirements for 
heating radiators and 
medical equipment
Spa i n Investigation 
under Art. 14:4
Discussions in the TBT 
Committee (February/ 
April/July/September 
1984). Recommendation 
of 10 July 1984. 
Amendment of Spanish 
regulations.
TBT/Spec/9
TBT/M/Spec/1-4
TBT/Spec/12
(d) Aareement on Government Procurement
(1) Complaints against the EC
15. EC treatment of value- 
added taxes
United States Initiation of 
dispute settle­
ment procedures 
under Art. VI1:6 
(1982)
Discussions in Government 
Procurement Committee 
(July 1982) and 
establishment of Panel. 
Panel report adopted 
(May 1984).
Solution of the dispute 
accepted in February 1987.
GPR/Spec/18
GPR/M/Spec/1
GPR/21
L/6128
16. French "Computer 
Literacy Programme"
United States Establishment of 
a Panel under 
Art. VII:2 (1985)
Solution in bilateral 
consultations. Panel no 
longer deemed necessary.
GPR/W/69
GPR/M/16,18
(cont‘d)Table VI.5 (cont'd)
C/RM/S/10B
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Description of case Complaint
by/against
Request for Action taken Reference
(10 Complaints by the EC
17. Procurement of machine United States 
tools by the US Depart­
ment of Defense
Consultations 
under Art. VII;3 
(1987)
GPR/37
(e) Aareement on Trade in Civil Aircraft
(0 Complaints against the EC
18. Development, production United States 
and marketing of Airbus
Review under 
Art. 8;7 (1987)
Review meeting 
(March 1987).
AIR/M/62
AIR/M/20
00 Complaints by the EC
19. Germany's exchange rate 
scheme for the German 
Airbus partner
Meeting under 
Art. 8 (1990)
Discussion 1n Civil 
Aircraft Committee 
(January 1990) and in 
Subsidies Committee 
(see case 5).
AIR/W/74-76
AIR/M/28
(f) International Dairy Arranqement
(1) Complaints against the EC
19. EC sales of butter New Zealand 
below minimum prices et. al.
Special meetings 
of the Interna­
tional Dairy 
Products Counci 1 
under Art. IV:6
Discussions in the Dairy 
Products Council 
(October 1984/
March J985).
DPC/16,17
(11) Complaints by the EC
20. US sales to Egypt United States Special Meeting 
under Art. IV:6
Discussions in the Dairy 
Products Council 
(September 1983/
March 1984).
L/5562
DPC/10,11
(9) Arranqement Reaardinq Bovine Meat
(1) Complaints against the EC
21. EC subsidies on exports Argentina 
of bovine meat
Special meeting 
of the Interna­
tional Meat 
Council under 
Art. IV:6 (1984)
Discussions 1n the Meat 
Council (June 1984).
IMC/W/31
IMC/11
Source; GATT documents.Chart AVI 1.1
Merchandise trade of the
European Communities (EC12), 1958-89
(Per cent)
External and internal trade of the EC in world trade
C/RM/S/10B
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External trade of the EC in world trade
— Export»  Imports
Source: Eurostat.'lia&te §a,i
Le^dling  fe European Conunities (EC12) external trade, 1981-88
(Million ECU arid per cent)
Exports (f.o.b.)  Imports (c.i.f.)
Million
ECU
1988
Share in 
total 
exports
Compound annual 
growth rate 
81-88 85-88
Million
ECU
1988
Share in 
total 
imports
Compound annual 
growth rate 
81-88 85-88
Pas serrer motor vehicles exc. buses 19,684 5.4 10.6 -0.8 Crude petroleum 30,560 7.9 -30.5 -27.0
Parts or road motor vehicles 9,351 2.6 5.0 1.0 Automatic data processing machines 13.113 3.4 51.8 11.8
Aircraft«, equipment & parts 7,791 2.1 5.8 -4.9 Paper and paperboard 10,376 2.7 24.9 10.1
Médicinal products, etc. 7.586 2.1 8.6 3.2 Passenger motor vehicles exc. buses 9,084 2.4 33.0 15.4
Macames for.special industries 6.934 1.9 4.5 -0.3 Refined petroleum products 8,812 2.3 -14.0 -30.6
Hf- r4r»r«i control ling instruments 6,517 1.8 9.1 -0.8 Parts of office and auto.data process, mach.7,308 1.9 56.5 7.8
Kt -o petroieum products 6,439 1.8 -7.4 -21.9 Telecommunication equipment, nes. 7.202 1.9 42.8 21.9
Pfcaf-'L, precious and semi-precious stones 6,370 1.8 9.3 10.1 Transistors, valves, etc. 7.108 1.8 45.6 8.6
Products of pofymerizlng, etc. 6,045 1.7 8.8 4.3 Aircraft, equipment and parts 6,154 1.6 10.9 -2.8
-• 'ws parts non-electric, nes. 6,022 1.7 4.9 1.9 Wood simply worked, etc. 5,793 1.5 11.5 7.0
lr$n stesl utvi versa Is, plates and sheets 5,805 1.6 4.4 -1.3 Measuring, controlling instruments 5,524 1.4 24.8 2.8
Shr'sps b^ts 5,518 1.5 6.7 20.5 Pulp and waste paper 5.217 1.4 11.3 6.0
Te*i’ea*to-nfc«1ah equipment, nes. 5,436 1.5 5.4 -3.1 Gas, natural and manufactured 5,154 1.3 -22.6 -33.9
A 5r [a >' vv 'X y/ff^qes 5.045 1.4 4.9 -1.2 Animal feeding stuff 4,791 1.2 3.7 1.3
&f:ê leather machinery, parts 5,019 1.4 9.0 6.6 Non-electrical engines and motors 4,587 1.2 24.5 6.9
OectHc?.? wat&iitery, nes. 4,908 1.4 8.8 3.4 Fruit, nuts, fresh, dried 4,537 1.2 15.2 2.2
Li-iècvriii, 4.758 1.3 5.7 0.7 Special transactions 4,322 1.1 0.5 -5.2
¿¿e* ip^xesLisïg machines 4.616 1.3 16.8 2.0 Copper 4,297 1.1 12.2 3.3
ixv- ec:1-', 4,443 1.2 4.1 4.1 Electrical machinery, nes. 4,249 1.1 32.3 10.7
v >:3 . ■ - ' ■■■' .;j" ; /'.¡rs 4,435 1,1 9,8 1.6 Coffee and coffee substitutes 4,108 1.1 3.2 -13.7
(cont'd)
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Exports (f, .o.b.) Imports (c.i.f.)
Million Share in Compound annual Million Share in Compound annual
ECU total growth rate ECU total growth rate
1988 exports 81-88 85-88 1988 imports 81-88 85-88
Internal combustion piston engines, nes. 4,388 1.2 4.6 3.7 Women's outerwear non-knitted 4,107 1.1 29.7 15.0
Furniture 4,388 1.2 8.9 0.4 Pearls, precious and semi-precious stones 4,005 1.0 4.2 -5.0
Tubes,pipes .fittings of iron or steel 3,952 1.1 -4.6 -11.7 Parts of road motor vehicles 3,934 1.0 35.2 10.9
Miscellaneous chemical products, nes. 3,820 1.1 7.7 -1.0 Coal, lignite and peat 3,848 1.0 -8.2 -16.3
Heating and cooling equipment 3,799 1.0 4.4 -2.8 Aluminium 3,796 1.0 37.5 13.7
Transistors, valves, etc. 3,680 1.0 18.9 13.6 Medicinal products, etc. 3,704 1.0 28.1 7.6
Mechanical handling equipment 3,630 1.0 4.0 3.9 Non-ferrous base metal ore, concentrates 3,589 0.9 0.5 -3.6
Printed matter 3,381 0.9 5.2 0.7 Internal combustion piston engine, nes 3,562 0.9 46.9 15.0
Gold,si Tver ware,jewellery 3,349 0.9 4.2 -7.7 Amoured fighting vehicles, arms, etc. 3,439 0.9 177.2 60.4
Pumps (not for liquids) and compressors,etc 3,286 0.9 5.2 -0.5 Men's outwear non-knitted 3,396 0.9 26.5 13.4
Parts of office and auto.data process, mach. 3,262 0.9 17.9 -2.4 Toys, sporting goods, etc. 3,347 0.9 26.5 20.0
Articles of plastic, nes. 3,224 0.9 12.0 8.5 Oil seeds etc. for soft fixed veg. oils 3,329 0.9 -7.8 -11.0
Manufactures of base metal, nes. 3,216 0.9 4.5 -2.0 Outer garmants knitted, not elastic 3,286 0.9 30.6 19.8
Non-electrical machinery, nes. 3,155 0.9 7.3 1.1 Electric switchgear, etc. 3,170 0.8 29.5 4.7
Works of art, etc. 3,093 0.9 20.4 22.6 Ships and boats 2,890 0.7 20.8 21.4
Paper and paperboard 3,082 0.9 12.6 5.4 Products of polymerizing,etc. 2,866 0.7 29.7 7.3
Nitrogen-function compounds 3,046 0.8 13.8 8.6 Textile yarn 2,767 0.7 24.4 3.9
Footwear 2,950 0.8 5.6 -9.4 Non-electric machinery and parts,nes 2,758 0.7 15.8 1.2
Lorries and special purpose vehicles 2,785 0.8 -7.8 -8.4 Musical instruments and parts 2,710 0.7 33.9 14.8
Crude petroleum 2,638 0.7 -11.0 -27.0 Footwear 2,555 0.7 32.2 15.2
Total of the above 200,850 55.4 5.5 -0.9 Total of the above 219,354 56.8 1.1 -6.6
Total exports 362,442 100.0 4.5 -1.8 Total imports 386,096 100.0 6.8 -2.2
Note: The above list presents the 40 leading items on a three digit SITC basis.
Source: UNSO, Contrade data base.
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Leading products in European Caiminities (EC10) external trade, 1981-88 
(Million ECU and per cent)
Exports (f.o. b. )  Imports (c.i.f. )
Million
ECU
1988
Share in 
exports
Compound annual 
growth rate 
81-88 85-88
Million
ECU
1988
Share in 
imports
Compound annual 
growth rate 
81-88 85-88
Passenger motor vehicles except buses 22.823 5.9 13.4 19.1 Crude petroleum 25,921 6.7 -14.2 -15.1
Parts of road motor vehicles 11,335 2.9 7.6 18.8 Automatic data processing machines 12,646 3.3 20.4 27.3
Aircraft, equipment and parts 7,741 2.0 6.3 10.2 Passenger motor vehicles except buses 11,712 3.0 14.3 27.5
Medicinal products, etc. 7,726 2.0 9.5 20.0 Paper and paperboard 10,202 2.6 10.7 26.5
Machines for special industries 7,533 2.0 6.2 17.7 Refined petroleum products 8,378 2.2 -6.1 -21.0
Measuring, controlling instruments 6,887 1.8 10.3 15.9 Parts of office and auto data process, mach. 7,183 1.9 22.0 24.7
Products of polymerizing,etc. 6,394 1.7 10.0 22.8 Trans istors, va1ves, etc. 6,937 1.8 18.5 24.9
Machine parts non-electric, nes. 6,374 1.7 6.3 19.5 Telecommunication equipment, nes. 6,746 1.8 17.1 39.3
Pearls, precious or semi-precious stones 6,368 1.7 10.5 27.5 Fruit and nuts, fresh or dried 5,839 1.5 7.5 20.4
Universals, plates and sheets of iron or steel6,103 1.6 6.2 17.5 Pulp and waste paper 5,694 1.5 6.6 24.0
Telecommunication equipment, nes. 5,832 1.5 6.6 13.7 Aircraft, equipment and parts 5,692 1.5 4.7 10.2
Refined petroleum products 5,814 1.5 -7.9 -10.6 Wood, simply worked, etc. 5,592 1.5 5.4 23.3
Internal combution piston engines, nes. 5,557 1.4 8.3 25.7 Measuring, contro11ing instruments 5,309 1.4 10.9 18.8
Automat ic data processing machines 5,410 1.4 19.0 21.7 Gas - natural and manufactured 4,913 1.3 -9.5 -23.9
Texti le and leather machine parts 5,410 1.4 10.3 25.1 Parts of road motor vehicles 4,619 1.2 15.5 27.4
Electrical machinery, nes 5,356 1.4 10.4 21.5 Engines and motors non-electric 4,515 1.2 10.8 23.2
Ships and boats 5,280 1.4 8.1 46.5 Electrical machinery, nes 4,339 1.1 13.7 27.5
Electrical switchgear, etc. 5,137 1.3 7.2 17.9 Women's outerwear non-knit 4,323 1-1 13.3 33.0
Alcoholic beverages 5,038 1.3 6.4 15.5 Copper 4,312 1.1 5.7 19.3
Machine-tools to work metals 4,593 1.2 5.1 22.3 Animal feeding stuff 4,279 1.1 1.1 14.0
(cont'd)
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Exports (f.o.b.) Imports (c.i.f.)
Million Share in Compound annual Million Share in Compound annual
ECU exports growth rate ECU imports growth rate
1988 81-88 85-88 1988 81-88 85-88
Engines and motors non-electric 
Furniture
Miscellaneous chemical products, nes. 
Heating, cooling equipment 
Transistors, valves, etc.
Iron, steel tubes, pipes, etc.
Mechanical handling equipment
Parts of office and auto data process, mach.
Lorries and special vehicles, etc.
Pumps other than for liquids
Articles of plastics 
Non-electrical machines, nes.
Metal manufactures, nes.
Printed matter 
Paper and paperboard
Gold, silver ware, jewellery, etc. 
Nitrogen-function compounds 
Work of Art, etc.
Crude petroleum
Product of condensation, etc.
Total of the above 
Total exports
4,496 1-2 9.8 2.0
4,437 1.2 9.2 1.4
4,119 1.1 8.2 0.4
4,117 1.1 5.2 -0.6
3,991 1.0 18.7 13.9
3,908 1.0 -7.9 -10.6
3,884 1.0 5.0 6.0
3,706 1.0 18.2 -2.9
3,663 1.0 -4.3 -0.2
3,540 0.9 5.8 0.9
3,413 0.9 12.6 10.1
3,405 0.9 7.9 2.8
3,387 0.9 5.1 -0.3
3,385 0.9 6.8 2.5
3,362 0.9 14.1 8.5
3,336 0.9 4.5 -6.6
3,249 0.8 13.9 9.2
3,146 0.8 20.7 23.8
2,827 0.7 -10.3 -27.0
2,797 0.7 6.1 -4.0
214,879 55.9 6.1 0.9
384,510 100.0 5.3 0.0
Non monetary gold except ores,etc.
Pearls, precious or semi-precious stones 
Knitted outerwear, non-elastic 
Aluminium
Coffee and substitutes
Internal combustion piston engine, nes 
Medicinal products, etc.
Men's outwear non-knitted 
Footwear
Amoured fighting vehicles, arms of war, etc.
Coal, lignite and peat 
Toys, sporting goods, etc.
Non-ferrous base metal ore, concentrates 
Electric switchgear, etc.
Product of polymerizing, etc.
Machinery parts, non-electric, nes.
Ships and boats
Vegetables, etc., fresh, simply preserved 
Textiles yams
Oil seeds etc. for soft fixed veg. oils
Total of the above 
Total imports
4,258 1.1 0.2 -4.5
3,968 1.0 2.0 -5.3
3,778 1.0 13.5 19.1
3,774 1.0 14.0 12.1
3,750 1.0 1.2 -13.7
3,714 1.0 17.5 13.5
3,685 1.0 11.9 8.8
3,670 1.0 10.8 12.8
3,551 0.9 14.0 14.7
3,444 0.9 54.9 60.7
3,403 0.9 -4.0 -16.7
3,371 0.9 10.7 19.0
3,359 0.9 0.3 -3.5
3,213 0.8 11.7 4.5
3,055 0.8 12.8 8.1
2,876 0.7 7.2 2.3
2,840 0.7 8.1 19.7
2,815 0.7 3.7 3.0
2,800 0.7 8.7 1.1
2,628 0.7 -3.2 -11.4
217,105 56.4 1.1 -5.8
385,096 100.0 3.5 -1.5
Note: The above list presents the 40 leading items on a three digit SITC basis. 
Source: UNSO, Contrade data base.
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Table AI.3
Leading products in intra-EC trade (EC12), 1981-88
(Million ECU and per cent)
Million
ECU
1988
Share in 
intra EC 
trade
Compound annual 
growth rate 
81-88 85-88
Passenger motor vehicles except buses 36,141 6.9 12.5 11.8
Parts of road motor vehicles 17,241 3.3 13.7 13.6
Products of polymerizing, etc. 13,632 2.6 13.1 12.3
Automatic data processing machinery 11,157 2.1 18.8 10.0
Refined petroleum products 9,645 1.8 -7.4 -25.0
Meat, fresh, chilled or frozen 8,635 1.7 6.0 4.9
Universals, plates, sheets of iron or steel 8,332 1.6 11.3 14.3
Parts of office and auto data process, mach. 8,170 1.6 18.6 2.4
Paper and paperboard 8,039 1.5 11.7 11.9
Lorries and special vehicles, etc. 6,953 1.3 13.4 22.0
Furniture 6,939 1.3 10.9 14.3
Non-electric machine parts, nes. 6,915 1.3 9.7 9.5
Articles of plastic, nes 6,815 1.3 15.2 17.0
Electrical machinery, nes. 6,417 1.2 11.3 8.9
Textile yarn 6,227 1.2 7.0 -0.2
Aircraft, equipment and parts 6,186 1.2 6.7 6.5
Medicinal products, etc. 6,031 1.2 12.0 8.7
Internal combustion piston engines, nes. 5,680 1.1 11.7 15.3
Measuring and controlling instruments 5,570 1.1 11.5 7.1
Aluminium 5,555 1.1 9.5 8.2
Hydrocarbons, etc. 5,546 1.1 5.6 0.7
Transistors, valves, etc. 5,470 1.0 17.5 7.7
Electric switchgear, etc. 5,339 1.0 12.4 9.0
Alcoholic beverages 5,160 1.0 8.1 4.9
Domestic electric or non-electrical equipment 5,100 1.0 10.6 12.3
Vegetables, etc. fresh or simply preserved 5,045 1.0 9.4 9.6
Machines for special industries 4,970 0.9 11.5 10.6
Iron, steel primary forms 4,856 0.9 12.1 8.4
Metal manufactures, nes. 4,788 0.9 9.7 7.9
Miscellaneous chemical products, nes. 4,743 0.9 9.1 4.5
Footwear 4,405 0.8 6.8 -0.6
Iron and steel shapes 4,403 0.8 6.0 4.3
Products of condensation, etc. 4,396 0.8 8.3 -1.2
Knitted outerwear, non-elastic 4,213 0.8 8.3 3.8
Telecommunication equipment, nes. 4,059 0.8 7.6 10.1
Milk and cream 3,996 0.8 13.9 15.8
Printed matter 3,956 0.8 11.0 10.9
Fruit,nuts,fresh,dried 3,888 0.7 7.0 4.4
Rubber tyres,tubes 3,882 0.7 8.6 11.5
Women's outerwear non-knitted 3,877 0.7 10.9 6.7
Total of the above 282,372 54.0 9.7 6.7
Total trade 523,134 100.0 8.3 4.2
Source : UNSO, Comtrade data base.C/RM/S/10B
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Table AI.4
Leading products in intra-EC trade (EC10), 1981-88
(Million ECU and per cent)
Mi 11 ion 
ECU 
1988
Share in 
intra EC 
trade
Compound annual 
growth rate 
81-88 85-88
Passenger motor vehicles except buses 29,337 6.3 10.7 9.7
Parts of road motor vehicles 13,866 3.0 12.4 13.9
Products of polymerizing, etc. 12,701 2.7 12.8 11.7
Automatic data processing machinery 9,948 2.1 18.7 10.2
Refined petroleum products 8,725 1.9 -8.1 -25.2
Meat, fresh, chilled or frozen 8,240 1.8 5.4 3.6
Parts of office and auto.data process.mach. 7,460 1.6 18.4 2.8
Universals, plates, sheets of iron or steel 7,441 1.6 10.5 13.7
Paper and paperboard 7,366 1.6 11.4 11.9
Furniture 6,493 1.4 10.4 13.4
Articles of plastic, nes. 
Non-electrical machine parts, nes.
6,395 1.4 14.8 16.1
6,178 1.3 9.4 8.6
Textile yarn 5,691 1.2 6.7 -0.5
Aircraft, equipment and parts 5,688 1.2 6.3 4.0
Electrical machinery, nes. 5,517 1.2 10.5 7.5
Medicinal products, etc. 5,403 1.2 11.9 7.9
Lorries and special vehicles, etc. 5,359 1.2 10.8 16.5
Aluminium 5,153 1.1 9.4 8.5
Transistors, valves, etc. 5,091 1.1 17.8 7.9
Measuring and controlling instruments 5,083 1.1 11.2 6.3
Hydrocarbons, etc. 5,067 1.1 5.4 0.8
Electric switchgear, etc. 4,773 1.0 12.3 8.6
Alcoholic beverages 4,569 1.0 8.3 5.4
Domestic electric or non-electrical equipment 4,542 1.0 10.1 11.1
Iron, steel primary forms 4,341 0.9 12.5 8.9
Metal manufactures, nes. 4,320 0.9 9.2 7.0
Miscellaneous chemical products, nes. 4,292 0.9 9.2 4.9
Machines for special industries 4,202 0.9 10.9 7.8
Vegetables, etc fresh or simply preserved 4,142 0.9 8.9 8.5
Internal combustion piston engines nes. 4,057 0.9 8.8 11.9
Products of condensation, etc. 4,029 0.9 7.9 -2.0
Knitted outerwear, non-elastic 4,018 0.9 8.3 5.7
Iron and steel shapes 3,864 0.8 5.3 3.5
Footwear 3,814 0.8 6.5 0.3
Milk and cream 3,794 0.8 13.6 14.9
Women's outerwear non-knitted 3,749 0.8 11.0 7.5
Crude petroleum 3,639 0.8 -8.5 -38.5
Printed matter 3,579 0.8 10.6 10.0
Cheese and curd 3,573 0.8 8.3 6.6
Telecommunication equipment, nes. 3,526 0.8 7.3 8.8
Total of the above 249,027 53.6 8.5 3.8
Total trade 464,235 100.0 7.7 3.3
Source; UNSO, Comtrade data base.C/RM/S/lOB
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Table AI.5
European Calamities (EC6. EC12) third country exports by product group, 1968, 1978 and 1988
(Per cent)
1968 1978 1988
EC6 EC12 EC6 EC12 EC6 EC12
Chemicals 12.1 11.1 12.1 11.4 13.4 13.6
Other non-electric machinery 15.2 14.4 15.9 15.7 13.7 13.6
Other consumer goods 7.4 7.7 8.1 8.5 10.3 11.2
Automotive products 11.4 11.6 11.0 9.5 12.8 9.3
Other semi-manufactures 8.7 9.3 9.4 11.0 9.4 9.3
Food 7.4 8.6 7.0 7.6 7.3 7.3
Office machinery and telecommunications 4.5 4.3 4.1 3.8 5.4 5.3
Other transport equipment 3.7 4.5 3.8 4.6 3.6 5.2
Electric machinery and apparatus 4.7 4.6 5.1 4.8 4.7 4.4
Iron and steel 7.3 6.4 7.0 6.7 4.4 4.3
Textiles 5.1 5.2 3.5 3.3 3.6 3.0
Fuels 3.7 2.8 4.2 4.0 1.9 2.8
Residual 0.9 1.2 1.7 2.0 2.3 2.6
Clothing 1.7 1.9 1.5 1.6 2.1 2.2
Power generating machinery 0.6 0.7 2.0 2.3 1.4 2.1
Non-ferrous metals 2.6 2.8 1.6 1.5 1.7 1.6
Raw materials 2.2 2.2 1.4 1.2 1.5 1.5
Ores and minerals 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.7
Total merchandise exports 100 100 100 100 100 100
Source: UNSO, Contrade data base.C/RM/S/lOB
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Table AI.6
European Qmnities (EC6, EC12) third country imports by product group, 1968. 1978 and 1988
(Per cent)
1968 1978 1988
EC6 EC12 EC6 EC12 EC6 EC12
Fuels 18.0 17.9 26.5 28.1 12.2 12.8
Office machinery and telecommunications 2.7 2.5 4.5 4.4 10.3 11.4
Food 21.6 22.6 15.8 15.6 11.0 10.0
Other consumer goods 3.4 3.3 5.7 5.5 8.9 9.2
Other semi-manufactures 6.1 6.8 6.9 7.8 8.1 7.9
Chemicals 5.2 4.7 5.9 4.9 8.1 6.6
Raw materials 11.6 12.4 6.0 6.8 5.0 5.6
Other non-electric machinery 4.9 4.1 4.3 3.9 5.5 5.4
Automotive products 1.7 1.0 3.0 2.2 5.4 4.5
Clothing 1.0 1.0 3.0 2.6 4.6 4.3
Residual 1.6 1.2 2.4 2.1 3.5 3.9
Electric machinery and apparatus 1.9 1.7 1.9 1.6 3.2 3.2
Other transport equipment 2.6 3.3 2.3 3.3 2.3 3.2
Non-ferrous metals 7.1 7.3 2.8 2.7 2.9 2.9
Ores and minerals 6.6 6.1 3.5 3.5 2.6 2.8
Textiles 1.9 2.0 2.5 2.2 2.7 2.6
Iron and steel 1.9 1.9 2.2 1.9 2.4 2.1
Power generat i ng mach i nery 0.2 0.2 0.8 0.9 1.3 1.6
Total merchandise imports 100 100 100 100 100 100
Source: UNSO, Comtrade data base.C/RM/S/IOB
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Table AI.7
Major components of Belgius-Luxe^xxirg's trade, 1981 and 1988
A) Five major product groups 
(Per cent and million ECU)
Share in merchandise Share in merchandise
Product exports Product imports
1981 1988 1981 1988
Automotive products 10.4 15.1 Other semi-manufactures 10.9 14.2
Other semi-manufactures 13.2 14.9 Chemicals 8.5 11.4
Chemicals 11.7 14.3 Food 11.7 11.1
Food 10.7 9.9 Automotive products 9.8 9.3
Iron and steel 9.0 9.1 Other consumer goods 5.7 7.5
Memorandum: Memorandum:
Total trade in Total trade
in million ECU 49,881 77,854 million ECU 55,613 80,738
B) Regional orientation of trade
(Per cent)
Share in merchandise Share in merchandise
Region exports Region imports
1981 1988 1981 1988
Developed economies 84.7 88.3 Developed economies 80.5 87.6
EC12 (Intra] 1 71.3 74.2 EC12 (Intra) 60.4 70.4
Others 13.4 14.1 Others 20.1 17.2
Developing economies 12.0 9.3 Developing economies 16.7 9.6
Eastern trading area 2.3 1.7 Eastern trading area 2.7 2.6
Source: EUROSTAT, External Trade, Statistical Yearbook 1989; UNSO, Comtrade data base; OECD, Monthly Statistics
of Foreign trade, April 1990.C/RM/S/IOB
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Table A1.8
Major components of Deraark's trade, 1981 and 1988
A) Five major product groups 
(Per cent and million ECU)
Share in merchandise Share in merchandise
Product exports Product imports
1981 1988 1981 1988
Food 33.4 27.7 Food 12.3 12.6
Other consumer goods 9.5 12.3 Chemicals 9.6 11.3
Other non-electric machinery 11.8 11.9 Other semi-manufactures 8.7 10.6
Chemicals 7.5 8.8 Other consumer goods 6.4 9.7
Other semi-manufactures 7.5 6.8 Other non-e1ectr i c mach i nery 5.7 8.4
Memorandum: Memorandum:
Total trade in Total trade in
million ECU 14,526 23,286 million ECU 15,899 22,360
B) Regional orientation of trade
(Per cent)
Share in merchandise Share in merchandise
Region exports Region imports
1981 1988 1981 1988
Developed economies 82.9 87.4 Developed economies 86.6 87.3
EC12 (Intra) 47.8 49.8 EC12 (Intra) 48.9 53.7
Others 35.1 37.6 Others 37.7 33.6
Developing economies 15.0 10.2 Developing economies 9.4 8.7 Eastern
trading area 2.1 2.9 Eastern trading area 4.0 3.9
Source: EUROSTAT, External Trade, Statistical Yearbook 1989; UNSO, Comtrade data basé; OECD, Monthly Statistics
of Foreign trade, April 1990.C/RM/S/lOB
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Table AI.9
Major opponents of France's trade, 1981 and 1988
A) Five major product groups 
(Per cent and million ECU)
Share in merchandise Share in merchandise
Product exports Product imports
1981 1988 1981 1988
Food 16.9 16.5 Chemicals 8.6 10.9
Chemicals 12.0 14.5 Food 10.3 10.8
Automotive products 10.8 11.9 Other consumer goods 7.2 10.6
Other consumer goods 7.0 8.3 Automotive products 5.5 8.8
Other semi-manufactures 9.0 8.2 Other semi-manufactures 6.7 8.5
Memorandum: Memorandum:
Total trade in Total trade in
million ECU 91,122 144,561 million ECU 108,421 156,766
B) Regional orientation of trade
(Per cent)
Share in merchandise Share in merchandise
Region exports Region imports
1981 1988 1981 1988
Developed economies 69.2 81.1 Developed economies 68.6 84.5
EC12 (Intra) 52.1 61.6 EC12 (Intra) 51.4 65.1
Others 17.1 19.5 Others 17.2 19.4
Developing economies 26.5 16.2 Developing economies 27.2 12.2
Eastern trading area 4.3 2.6 Eastern trading area 4.2 3.1
Source: EUROSTAT, External Trade, Statistical Yearbook 1989; UNSO, Comtrade data base; OECD, Monthly Statistics
of Foreign trade, April 1990.C/RM/S/lOB
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Table AI.IO
Major components of Germany's trade, 1981 and 1988
A) Five major product groups 
(Per cent and million ECU)
Share in merchandise Share in merchandise
Product exports Product imports
1981 1988 1981 1988
Automotive products 14.8 17.5 Food 12.4 11.5
Other non-electric machinery 14.6 14.7 Chemicals 7.5 9.5
Chemicals 12.6 13.3 Other consumer goods 6.9 9.3
Other consumer goods 7.7 9.5 Office machinery and
Other semi-manufactures 8.3 8.6 telecoranunications 4.8 8.3
Other semi-manufactures 6.9 8.1
Memorandum: Memorandum:
Total trade in Total trade in
million ECU 157,881 272,950 million ECU 146,855 211,962
B) Regional orientation of trade
(Percent)
Share in merchandise Share in merchandise
Region exports Region imports
1981 1988 1981 1988
Developed economies 76.8 85.8 Developed economies 75.6 83.5
EC12 (Intra) 49.1 54.1 EC12 (Intra) 49.8 53.3
Others 27.7 31.7 Others 25.8 30.2
Developing economies 17.7 9.6 Developing economies 19.1 11.8
Eastern trading area 5.0 4.4 Eastern trading area 5.2 4.6
Source: EUROSTAT, External Trade, Statistical Yearbook 1989; UNSO, Comtrade data base; OECD, Monthly Statistics
of Foreign trade, April 1990.C/RM/S/lOB
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Table AI.ll
Major exponents of Greece's trade. 1981 and 1988
A) Five major product groups 
(Per cent and million ECU)
Share in merchandise Share in merchandise
Product exports Product imports
1981 1988 1981 1988
Food 26.5 25.3 Food 11.3 17.8
Clothing 9.1 23.3 Chemicals 9.9 11.7
Other semi-manufactures 12.8 9.2 Other semi-manufactures 9.6 10.0
Textiles 11.3 8.9 Other non-electric machinery 8.6 8.9
Non-ferrous metals 4.4 5.5 Other transport equipment 8.5 7.1
Memorandum: Memorandum:
Total trade in Total trade in
million ECU 3,860 4,633 million ECU 8,017 10,490
B) Regional orientation of trade
(Per cent)
Share in merchandise Share in merchandise
Region exports Region imports
1981 1988 1981 1988
Developed economies 58.7 80.7 Developed economies 67.9 81.1
EC12 (Intra] 1 44.0 64.3 EC12 (Intra) 51.0 62.5
Others 14.7 16.4 Others 16.9 18.6
Developing economies 32.4 14.0 Developing economies 25.2 12.9
Eastern trading area 8.9 4.7 Eastern trading area 6.9 5.9
Source: EUROSTAT, External Trade, Statistical Yearbook 1989; UNSO, Comtrade data base; OECD, Monthly Statisi^s
of Foreign trade, April 1990.C/RM/S/10B
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Table AI.12
Major components of Ireland's trade, 1981 and 1988
A) F ive major product groups 
(Per cent and million ECU)
Share in merchandise Share in merchandise
Product exports Product imports
1981 1988 1981 1988
Food 33.3 25.7 Office machinery and
Office machinery and telecomnunications 7.5 14.1
telecomnunications 12.2 20.9 Chemicals 10.6 12.3
Chemicals 13.3 12.8 Food 13.1 12.2
Other consumer goods 8.9 11.5 Other consumer goods 8.0 9.4
Other semi-manufactures 6.1 4.8 Other semi-manufactures 9.6 8.7
Memorandum: Memorandum:
Total trade in Total trade in
mi 11 ion ECU 7,006 15,809 million ECU 9,488 13,092
B) Regional orientation of trade
(Per cent)
Share in merchandise Share in merchandise
Region exports Region imports
1981 1988 1981 1988
Developed economies 85.5 91.7 Developed economies 93.9 94.4
EC12 (Intra) 71.3 74.1 EC12 (Intra) 75.8 71.2
Others 14.2 17.6 Others 18.1 23.2
Developing economies 12.1 6.8 Developing economies 5.1 3.7
Eastern trading area 1.2 0.6 Eastern trading area 1.0 1.2
Source: EUROSTAT, External Trade, Statistical Yearbook 1989; UNSO, Comtrade data base; OECD, Monthly Statistics
of Foreign trade, April 1990.C/RM/S/IOB
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Table AI.13
Major components of Italy's trade, 1981 and 1988
A) F ive major product groups 
(Per cent and million ECU)
Share in merchandise Share in merchandise
Product exports Product imports
1981 1988 1981 1988
Other consumer goods 15.6 16.9 Food 12.0 13.4
Other non-electric machinery 13.9 15.7 Chemicals 7.7 11.4
Other semi-manufactures 11.8 11.9 Automotive products 7.0 9,3
Chemicals 6.9 8.0 Fuels 33.9 8.5
Automotive products 6.5 7.4 Office machinery and
telecommunications 3.8 7.9
Memorandum: Memorandum:
Total trade in Total trade in
million ECU 68,170 108,667 mi 11 ion ECU 82,108 117,033
B) Regional orientation of trade
(Per cent)
Share in merchandise Share in merchandise
Region exports Region imports
1981 1988 1981 1988
Developed economies 66.0 82.3 Developed economies 61.7 80.3
EC12 (Intra) 45.5 57.1 EC12 (Intra) 42.2 57.5
Others 20.5 25.2 Others 19.5 22.8
Developing economies 28.9 13.4 Developing economies 32.6 14.4
Eastern trading area 3.8 4.0 Eastern trading area 5.7 5.1
Source: EUROSTAT, External Trade, Statistical Yearbook 1989; UNSO, Comtrade data base; OECD, Monthly Statistics
of Foreign trade, April 1990.C/RM/S/lOB
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Table AI.14
Major components of the Netherlands' trade. 1981 and 1988
A) Five major product groups 
(Per cent and million ECU)
Share in merchandise Share in merchandise
Product exports Product imports
1981 1988 1981 1988
Food 21.0 20.7 Food 15.4 15.7
Chemicals 15.2 16.7 Chemicals 8.7 10.6
Fuels 24.0 8.5 Other semi-manufactures 7.4 9.5
Other semi-manufactures 5.2 6.9 Office machinery and
Other consumer goods 4.6 6.8 telecommunications 4.4 9.4
Other consumer goods 6.9 9.4
Memorandum: Memorandum:
Total trade in Total trade in
million ECU 61,559 90,051 million ECU 59,272 88,895
B) Regional orientation of trade
(Per cent)
Share in merchandise Share in merchandise
Region exports Region inports
1981 1988 1981 1988
Developed economies 83.9 88.6 Developed economies 72.4 81.8
EC12 (Intra) 72.5 74.7 EC12 (Intra) 53.5 61.6
Others 11.4 13.9 Others 18.8 20.2
Developing economies 11.6 9.0 Developing economies 23.2 15.0
Eastern trading area 2.2 1.8 Eastern trading area 4.5 3.1
Source: EUROSTAT, External Trade, Statistical Yearbook 1989; UNSO, Comtrade data base; OECD, Monthly Statistics
of Foreign trade, April 1990.C/RM/S/lOB
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Table AI.15
Major opponents of Portugal's trade, 1981 and 1988
A) Five major product groups 
(Per cent and million ECU)
Share in merchandise  Share in merchandise
Product  exports  Product  imports
1981 1988 1981 1988
Clothing 13.5 20.9 Automotive products 8.4 14.6
Other semi-manufactures 16.2 13.7 Food 15.7 12.7
Other consumer goods 6.6 10.8 Other non-electric machinery 10.9 11.6
Textiles 13.3 8.8 Fuels 24.1 8.2
Raw materials 9.3 9.6 Chemicals 9.9 9.9
Memorandum: Memorandum:
Total trade in Total trade in
million ECU 3,751 9,012 million ECU 8,892 14,198
B) Regional orientation of trade
(Per cent)
Share in merchandise Share in merchandise
Region exports Region imports
1981 1988 1981 1988
Developed economies 78.4 90.7 Developed economies 69.7 83.9
EC12 (Intra) 56.5 71.5 EC12 (Intra) 44.9 66.4
Others 21.9 19.2 Others 24.2 17.5
Developing economies 16.7 6.7 Developing economies 26.6 15.0
Eastern trading area 2.4 1.2 Eastern trading area 3.5 1.1
Source: EUROSTAT, External Trade, Statistical Yearbook 1989; UNSO, Comtrade data base; OECD, Monthly Stai iVu^
of Foreign trade, April 1990.C/RM/S/10B
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Table AI.16
Major exponents of Spain's trade, 1981 and 1988
A) F ive major product groups 
(Per cent and million ECU)
Share in merchandise Share in merchandise
Product exports Product imports
1981 1988 1981 1988
Automotive products 9.7 18.2 Automotive products 2.9 12.5
Food 18.5 17.2 Fuels 42,4 11.4
Other semi-manufactures 14.5 11.3 Food 11.8 11.3
Chemicals 7.1 8.8 Chemicals 7.6 10.2
Other consumer goods 9.2 8.7 Other non-electric machinery 5.7 10.1
Memorandum: Memorandum:
Total trade in Total trade in
million ECU 18,215 36,435 million ECU 28,735 48,373
B) Regional orientation of trade
(Per cent)
Share in merchandise Share in merchandise
Region exports Region imports
1981 1988 1981 1988
Developed economies 61.3 75.6 Developed economies 51.4 78.0
EC12 (Intra) 45.9 60.4 EC12 (Intra) 29.5 56.4
Others 15.4 15.2 Others 21.9 21.6
Developing economies 32.3 21.3 Developing economies 45.3 18.8
Eastern trading area 5.1 2.2 Eastern trading area 3.2 3.0
Source: EUROSTAT, External Trade, Statistical Yearbook 1989; UNSO, Comtrade data base; OECD, Monthly Statistics
of Foreign trade, April 1990.C/RM/S/lOB
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Table AI.17
Major components of the United Kingdom's trade. 1981 and 1988
A) Five major product groups 
(Per cent and million ECU)
Share in merchandise Share in merchandise
Product exports Product imports
1981 1988 1981 1988
Chemicals 11.0 14.0 Automot i ve products 6.6 10.9
Other consumer goods 7.9 11.2 Other consumer goods 9.1 10.9
Office machinery and Office machinery and
teleconmunicat ions 4.7 10.2 teleconmunicat ions 6.5 10.6
Other non-electric machinery 10.6 9.4 Food 14.0 10.5
Other semi-manufactures 7.9 8.1 Other semi-manufactures 9.1 10.3
Memorandum: Memorandum:
Total trade in Total trade in
million ECU 95,081 123,119 million ECU 95,571 165,572
B) Regional orientation of trade
(Per cent)
Share in merchandise Share in merchandise
Region exports Region imports
1981 1988 1981 1988
Developed economies 73.6 79.6 Developed economies 78.6 85.5
EC12 (Intra] ) 43.3 49.8 EC12 (Intra) 41.6 49.2
Others 30.3 29.8 Others 37.0 36.3
Developing economies 23.9 17.5 Developing economies 18.6 11.6
Eastern trading area 2.2 2.0 Eastern trading area 2.7 2.2
Source: EUROSTAT, External Trade, Statistical Yearbook 1989; UNSO, Comtrade data base; OECD, Monthly Statistics
of Foreign trade, April 1990.C/RM/S/IOB
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Table AI.18
Leading partners in European Comunities (EC12) Merchandise trade, 1981-68
(Million ECU and per cent)
Countries
Exports
Countries
Imports
Million
ECU
1988
Share in 
tota 1 
exports 
1988
Compound annual 
growth rate 
81-88 85-88
Million
ECU
1988
Share in 
total 
imports 
1988
Compound annual 
growth rate 
81-88 85-88
United States 71,795 19.8 9.3 -5.7 United States 68,319 17.6 3.2 -0.3
Switzerland 35,872 9.9 7.1 7.1 Japan 41,565 10.7 13.4 13.3
Austria 22,510 6.2 9.7 7.6 Switzerland 29,428 7.6 8.2 7.5
Sweden 21,120 5.8 7.8 0.5 Sweden 21,943 5.7 8.0 3.8
Japan 17,016 4.7 16.3 17.6 Austria 16,869 4.4 11.8 9.5
Canada 10,122 2.8 11.8 0.7 Soviet Union 12,988 3.4 -1.2 -14.4
Soviet Union 10,113 2.8 2.9 -6.8 South Africa 12,533 3.2 8.0 9.8
Norway 8,510 2.3 4.7 -3.9 Norway 12,498 3.2 2.6 -11.0
Finland 7,762 2.1 9.8 6.3 Brazil 9,329 2.4 7.2 -3.8
Saudi Arabia 7,571 2.1 -5.1 -11.7 Finland 8,993 2.3 8.3 5.9
Hong Kong 6,766 1.9 14.3 14.1 Canada 8,407 2.2 2.8 3.6
Australia 6,365 1.8 6.7 -4.0 Taiwan 8,064 2.1 17.2 26.4
South Africa 6,358 1.8 -1.5 3.8 Korea, Rep.of 7,233 1.9 17.0 29.2
China 5,801 1.6 16.7 -6.9 China 7,004 1.8 16.6 21.2
Yugoslavia 5,713 1.6 3.7 -1.1 Hong Kong 6,316 1.6 6.8 9.4
India 5,637 1.6 7.2 -0.7 Yugoslavia 5,891 1.5 14.9 7.0
Turkey 5,225 1.4 12.5 -1.1 Saudi Arabia 5,470 1.4 -24.9 -14.0
Israel 4,712 1.3 11.2 6.3 Libya 5,223 1.3 -6.4 -24.1
Taiwan 4,459 1.2 21.6 24.9 Australia 4,884 1.3 8.4 -0.5
Korea, Rep.of 4,391 1.2 21.0 16.7 Algeria 4,863 1.3 -4.1 -25.2
Singapore 4,066 1.1 9.8 2.2 Turkey 4,346 1.1 17.1 10.4
Algeria 3,703 1.0 -6.9 -20.5 Poland 3,360 0.9 6.8 -2.0
Egypt 3,675 1.0 -3.1 -17.4 India 3,256 0.8 7.7 2.9
Brazil 3,121 0.9 2.3 5.2 Iran 3,106 0.8 -3.3 -22.7
Iran 2,872 0.8 -6.3 -18.7 Singapore 2,993 0.8 12.1 12.3
Poland 2,756 0.8 2.4 0.3 Thailand 2,966 0.8 10.2 9.1
Libya 2,716 0.7 -15.0 -9.5 Israel 2,885 0.7 7.0 1.7
Morocco 2,609 0.7 3.5 -0.8 Nigeria 2,876 0.7 -10.1 -36.8
Iraq 2,420 0.7 -14.7 -17.6 Iraq 2,786 0.7 -4.3 -26.5
Venezuela 2,403 0.7 0.9 1.6 Malaysia 2,687 0.7 5.1 -1.5
Hungary 2,354 0.6 2.4 -1.8 Argentina 2,623 0.7 3.4 -7.2
Mexico 2,296 0.6 -6.5 -6.5 Mexico 2,456 0.6 -6.1 -21.8
United Arab Emirates 2,288 0.6 -2.6 -11.1 Morocco 2,271 0.6 7.2 2.1
Czechoslovakia 2,170 0.6 6.2 3.3 Romania 2,234 0.6 1.9 -8.4
Nigeria 2,165 0.6 -17.4 -21.5 Czechoslovakia 2,211 0.6 4.7 -0.9
Thailand 2,071 0.6 12.2 8.2 Chile 2,183 0.6 7.7 7.6
Tunisia 2,003 0.6 -0.2 -4.5 Hungary 2,158 0.6 5.5 2.3
Indonesia 1,934 0.5 -1.2 -5.2 Indonesia 2,134 0.6 8.3 3.3
Pakistan 1,605 0.4 5.9 -1.1 Kuwait 2,099 0.5 -6.1 -24.3
Kuwait 1,394 0.4 -5.8 -18.6 Egypt 1,641 0.4 -9.8 -26.6
Total of the above 318,439 87.8 5.1 -1.3 Total of the above 351,091 90.6 3.4 -0.9
Total trade 362,788 100.0 4.6 -1.4 Total trade 387,519 100.0 2.9 -1.6
Source: Eurostat, External Trade Statistical Yearbook, 1989.